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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
The Case for Aid to the Contras
As these lines are written (in late March), the fate of
President Reagan's request for $100 million in aid to
the contra rebels in Nicaragua is still uncertain. The
House of Representatives narrowly voted down the
Administration, but the President still hopes, apparently with some reason, that Congress will in the end
give him most if not all of what he wants. We do not
pretend to know what Congress will decide, but we do
thin k that it shou ld grant the Administration's request.
That is not an opinion that one can put forward
with great enthusiasm; at the same time, it does not
require a lot of agonizing. The absence of enthusiasm
stems from the uncertainty of outcome and the ambiguity of the contra cause. The lack of agonizing derives from the knowledge that if doing something is
problematic, doing nothing would be an evasion of responsibility.
Opposition to the Administration has various roots.
Left-wing romantics have attached their perpetual utopian dreams to the Sandinistas: revolutionary
Nicaragua is the current repository of the vision of the
new socialist order that, beginning in 1917, has been
assigned successively to Marxist regimes in the Soviet
Union, China, Cuba, and Vietnam. For those seduced
by ideology, no amount of historical disconfirmation
can kill the dream. To give up the dream is to give up
political hope ; it is, in a certain sense, to give up politics altogether.
But romantic visions of the Sandinistas have become
increasingly difficult to sustain. The wholescale suspension of civil liberties announced last October by
President Daniel Ortega has revealed to all but the
willfully blind that Nicaragua is today a repressive society. (There are, of course, those who insist that the
regime has only turned repressive because of externally-supported insurgency. Variations of this argument have been trotted out to justify Communist oppression ever since the Bolshevik Revolution. One
would think that apologists for these regimes would
begin by now to suspect that Marxist-Leninist governments tend to totalitarian behavior because it is in
their nature to do so. For them "capitalist encirclement" and "counter-revolutionary agitation" provide
excuses for doing what their dogma leads them to do
in any case.)
Most of the President's opponents concede a good
part of his argument. The Sandinistas, they admit,
have become enemies of freedom and democracy,
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clients of Cuba and the Soviet Union (the USSR has
provided some $500 million in arms to Nicaragua over
the past five years), and exporters of revolution. Most
critics further concede that such behavior poses a challenge to the national security interests of the United
States in the region and that we have legitimate reason
to take action to protect our interests. But such action,
they insist, should look to diplomacy rather than force
and should avoid military aid to the contras.
Part of the aversion to military aid stems from an instinctive predisposition against the use of force in international affairs. That predisposition is morally admirable (at least when not applied selectively on
ideological grounds), but if taken up as a general rule
of action it becomes a self-defeating principle in a
world where pacifism and non-violence do not reign.
"Stop the killing" is a cry of moral anguish that must
be respected, but it is not a sufficient prescription for
the making of foreign policy.
Most of the opposition to the contras operates at a
lower level of generality. Many critics argue that the
anti-Sandinistas cannot win. That may be, but one
wonders how the critics can be so sure. Did it appear
likely a few months ago that the opponents of Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines cou ld hope to oust
him from power? Did not the Duvalier regime look
impregnable in Haiti? Surely there are increasing signs
of opposition to the Sandinistas within Nicaragua.
Whatever the odds might be, one thing is clear: if the
U.S. fails to arm the contras, their chances of success
will decline markedly. It seems odd that we shou ld be
so guarded in aiding friendly forces close to home,
especially when the Soviet Union is so open and so
generous in its aid to their opponents. Vietnam was a
long way away; Nicaragua is not.
For each of those who thinks the contras cannot win,
there is another who thinks they shou ld not. These are
counter-revolutionaries in the worse sense, it is said ,
enemies not only of the Sandinistas but of all the
forces of reform and progress in Nicaraguan society.
Such charges cannot be dismissed out of hand ; careful
observers of the contras concede the presence of many
Somocistas (supporters of former dictator Anastasio
Somoza) among them.
At the same time , however, it is also clear that a
broad coalition of forces ranging across the political
spectrum has come together to form the contra opposition. These are not all unsullied "freedom fighters,"
as President Reagan likes to call them, but neither are
they simply forces of reaction. The Catholic Church ,
3

the business and middle classes, independent intellectuals, the Miskito Indians, many disaffected peasantsall these have united to form a large popular opposition to Sandinista rule. They are not all democrats, but
there are strong democratic forces among them.
Some critics concede all the counter-arguments
above and still insist that support for the contras is unnecessary because the U.S. can gain its objectives in
Nicaragua through negotiation. One wonders what
process of wishful thinking leads such critics to suppose that the Sandinistas will allow democracy at
home, cut their ties to the Soviet Union abroad , and
cease preaching revolution in their neighborhood in the
absence of continuing external and internal pressure.
Marxists elsewhere may have become jaded and cynical functionaries, but the Sandinistas are still true believers, and there is no reason to expect that in the absence of contra opposition they will have any reason to
stop acting as the radical revolutionaries they are. We
should at least grant them their sincerity. It is not certain that anything short of their overthrow can change
their behavior, but it seems quixotic to expect them
freely to negotiate their becoming what they are not.
In the Nicaraguan situation, diplomacy and force can
be seen as complementary means to an end, not as
mutually-exclusive options.
Those who oppose aid to the contras on the general
principle of non-intervention would be more persuasive if they were consistent in the application of that
principle, but the overwhelming majority of them are
not. It serves neither principle nor the national interest to urge action against the Marcoses and
Duvaliers of this world and then insist on a fastidious
non-interventionism against the enemies of pluralism
and freedom on the Left. That position only makes
sense if one assumes, against all the evidence, that
groups like the Sandinistas are at bottom simply social
democrats in a hurry who should therefore continue
indefinitely to receive the benefit of liberal doubts.
What lurks behind many of the specific arguments
against support of the contras is the vague but chilling
fear that we have in Nicaragua the making of another
quagmire, the potential replication of the Vietnam disaster. There is no way entirely to exorcise that demon.
It could happen. But there is nothing in our stars that
decrees it; indeed, the indelible presence in all our
minds of the Vietnam experience is itself a strong impediment to its repetition. The political leaders of the
post-World War II era lost their bearings when they
became obsessed with the Munich experience; we
should not cripple our policy-making with a similar
obsession with Vietnam.
In politics, circumstances and particularity are all,
and it bears repeating that Nicaragua, unlike Vietnam ,
4

is located in our back yard and not on the other side
of the world. In any case, the extension of military aid
is several crucial steps removed from the direct application of American military might (which should, we
would agree, be avoided at almost any cost). America
retains the power of choice, and we should not allow
our worst fears of the future so to dominate our
minds as to cloud the judgments we need to make in
the present.
The old aphorism has it that not to decide is to decide. In Nicaragua, not to act is to act. Without U.S.
aid, the contra cause may well become hopeless. If that
happens, Nicaragua will be lost to us, both in terms of
the American national interest and of any hope for
the emergence there of democratic pluralism. It would
not seem that $100 million is too large an investment
if it will help prevent the emergence in Latin America
of another Cuba. We have no guarantee, of course,
that the investment will pay off, but we owe it to ourselves and to the Nicaraguan people to at least make
the effort.
The stakes in this decision are high , not only for the
future of Central America but also for the temper and
mood of politics here at home. Americans are sharply
divided over Nicaragua; many have made deep ideological and emotional commitments to the side of the
issue they have chosen. However the question is resolved, it is important that we come out of the debate
with as little rancor and polarization as possible.
That will require mutual restraint and mutual presumption of the other side's good faith . It is fair
enough in these matters to hold one's opponents responsible for the foreseeable results of the policies
they propose. But it is quite something else to suggest
that they do not even intend the achievement of the
national interest or the common good. To that end
President Reagan should instruct his Communications
Director, Pat Buchanan, to control his temper and rein
in his rhetoric. It is an exaggeration to equate Buchanan's attacks on the President's opponents with McCarthyism-that term should only be applied with precision-but it is self-defeating for the Administration
even to allow such a diversionary issue to arise. Both
sides to the dispute should keep in mind that the issue
will take enough of a toll in comity on its own terms
without the intrusion of gratuitous nastiness.
Perhaps in the end the divisiveness may not be as severe as now appears likely. Remember El Salvador: it
was not so long ago that opinion-makers were bitterly
disagreed as to the wisdom of giving military aid to
our friends there. We finally did, and things turned
out better than almost anyone expected. Maybe in this
spring season we can allow ourselves the hope that the
same will turn out to be true for Nicaragua.
~~
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Bert Elwert

THE QUANDARY OF THE WELFARE STATE
The Debate over Charles Murray's Losing Ground

Publication of Charles Murray's book Losing Ground
two years ago set off one of the most interesting and
revealing brawls witnessed in recent times within the
arenas where ideas are contested.
The early review copies could hardly have been out
more than a few weeks when liberal opinion-makers
launched a broadside assault of denunciation, alarm,
and more than a little mean-spirited invective. The assault included the customary ad hominem labeling. Murray was dismissed as a "conservative," and it was noted
that support for his work on the book came from a
"conservative" think tank, the Manhattan Institute for
Policy Research. It did not seem to matter that Murray
was a Harvard graduate in Russian History and had
served with the Peace Corps in Thailand, credentials
that ordinarily stand in good stead with the liberal establishment. He did not march to the approved drum
and what he wrote obviously was gravely offensive to
the conventional wisdom.
What did Murray say that suddenly launched him
into prominence as the target of one fusillade after
another? He said that the "War on Poverty" was a
costly, well-intended failure.
Murray observed that in 1968, as President Lyndon
Johnson left office with the War on Poverty estab- ·
lished as public policy, 13 per cent of our people fell
below the official poverty line. Over the next 12 years,
social welfare expenditures quadrupled. And by 1980
the percentage of poor, as officially defined, remained
at 13 per cent.

Bert Elwert, a new contributor, teaches in the College of
Business Administration at the University of Illinois, Chicago. His scholarly interests focus on the rationale for and effects of political intervention (i.e., regulation) within democratic capitalist systems and the interaction of social environment, organizations, and individuals in such systems. His
publications include Free Enterprise: 15 Commentaries,
for which he was both the editor and a contributor.
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Losing Ground is subtitled American Social Policy,
1950-1980, and of this entire period Murray writes:
"The trendline for total expenditures breaks naturally
into halves: one slope for 1950-65, a distinctly steeper
one for 1965-78. In 1979-80, extremely high inflation
leveled off real expenditures, even though expenditures in current dollars continued to climb. The magnitude of the expenditures requires some thinking
about before becoming real: over $100 billion (in 1980
dollars) each year since the late 1960's; over 200 billion dollars annually since the mid 1970's."
These data, of course, are grossly aggregated and
only point to further questions. Among Murray's
eager antagonists it is noted that the numbers are affected by general business conditions, that they may be
driven by demographic trends, and that, standing
alone, they are not conclusive proof of anything. But
Murray is not naive about the data. He probes patiently and persistently in finding his theme. Before he
is very far along he comes to some observations and
questions loaded with highly emotional implications.
Why, he asks, should the proportion of our people
living below the poverty line have stopped declining in
the 1970s and then begun to rise? Improvement in
this statistic was fairly general from the mid-Sixties to
the end of the decade . But then in the Seventies, when
there were large increases in expenditures on the
poor, and economic growth as well, the number of
poor people began increasing. Murray calls this the
poverty/spending paradox.
His many-sided answer to questions raised by this
paradox is provisional. He does not claim to explain
everything. But he does lay out firm and unambiguous
lines of analysis.
Some of the answer lies in lower participation rates
among working-age males (men who would have been
in the labor force if earlier participation rates had continued but who were out of it because participation
rates had dropped).
Some of the answer comes from growing levels of
unemployment, particularly among certain compo-
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nents of the labor force.
Some of the answer comes from the increasing prevalence of the family type, "Female Householder, No
Husband Present." (To show the significance of this
factor, Murray cites, among other data, a Census Bureau analysis based on the question, "What would the
poverty data for 1980 have shown if proportions of
d ifferent family types had maintained the 1970 configuration?" The answer was that there would have been
2,017,000 fewer poor families-about one-third of the
number of poor families actually counted in 1980.)
The emotional possibilities in these answers are compounded by the fact that the data Murray has to work
with center on Americans who are young, able-bodied,
and black. And as he expands his thesis he rejects
many of the traditional explanations offered for the
problem such as racism or the vagaries of the job market. Rather, he believes that effects of the welfare system combined with changes in cultural values during
the past two decades provide a fuller and more
reasonable explanation. As he puts it in one pithy sentence: "We tried to provide more for the poor and
produced more poor instead."
Murray is hardly insensitive to the implications of
focusing on data that ultimately come down to an emphasis on problems involving disproportionate numbers of our black citizens. A fair and objective reading
of his book will , it seems to me , find ample evidence
of sensitivity and compassion for victims of discrimination in any form. He cautions against inferring connections between race and economic misfortune, and
he notes sympathetically that "black Americans have
had to put up with much disapprobation , not to mention racist rhetoric, because of statistics (of this kind)."
He further makes a point of his belief that problems
of young blacks are very likely no different from those
of whites whose lives have been shaped by similar circumstances. His use of data categorized by "black" and
"white" is a result mainly of the way the data has been
collected, and he urges the reader to concentrate on
problems of persons on the lower rungs of the socioeconomic ladder and pay less attention to racial
categories.
He would have done well to caution the reader also
to take the book's final "proposed program" in the
spirit of what he calls it, "a thought experiment," because it is at this step that the emotional connotations
of his argument become explosive enough to detonate
eruptions in every old-line liberal who knows a subversive idea when it rears its head . Murray's proposal is
indeed sweeping: he argues that the "entire federal
welfare and income-support structure for workingaged persons, including AFDC , medicaid , food stamps,
unemployment insurance, worker's compensation, sub6

sidized housing, disability insurance, and the rest"
should be eliminated. He adds quickly that "it is difficult to examine such a proposal dispassionately."
Surely he should if nothing else receive an award for
the most mind-boggling understatement made by a
serious writer in recent times .
The outraged reaction of the liberal establishment to
all of this was pretty much what could have been expected. New York's Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
himself a bona fide expert in matters of this kind, observed that Murray "has quite panicked the social scientists and, to the extent there are any left, the social
activists." One congressman, known as a leading promoter of conventional welfare policy, accused Murray
of "taking advantage of a very nasty mood that's going
around this country." Another advocate of conventional thought about fighting poverty complained that
when she had once again put forth the usual ideas she
was "Murrayed" by a newly-armed opposition.

The reaction to Murray's book
reminds us that the contest of ideas
in American intellectual life is
not played out on a level field.
Perhaps this has been the case at
many or most times in the past;
it certainly holds for our time.

Since liberal writers and commentators still command a disproportionate amount of printers' ink and
audience time in our country, their free-swinging (and
all too often mud-slinging) responses have dominated
the awareness of Murray's work and ideas. And much
has been lost in that outcome. Murray has given us a
literate, thoughtful book, one that appears quite sincerely intended to be a constructive contribution to
our understanding of serious problems.
It has not received consideration on those grounds.
The great bulk of the criticism turns on attempts at
piecemeal refutations without taking the main ideas in
cohesive form and trying to evaluate their adequacy. It
is as if the critics, in their rush to judgment, want to
claim any flaw as fatal and thus end discussion at the
earliest possible moment.
There is a lesson revealed here and it is well worth
pausing to consider. The contest of ideas in American
intellectual life is not played out on a level field.
Perhaps this has been true at many or most times in
the past; it certainly holds for our time. Writers whose
ideas and messages fit the molds of the conventional
The Cresset

wisdom are praised, recommended, often celebrated.
Those who differ find themselves subjected to derisive, antagonistic, and dismissive criticism . For the
alert reader of the main organs of intellectual discourse, caveat emptor is sage advice.
Murray's book illustrates one side of this phenomenon. The reverse side is exemplified by the reception
given to Richard Goodwin 's book of several years ago,
The American Condition. Goodwin purported to offer an
explanation of business and economic conditions in
the United States during the 1970s. He gave a central
place to the role and effects of the large business corporation, which he depicted as inefficient in using its
resources, resistant to effective managerial control,
driven by growth for growth's sake alone, non-competitive in its market operations, and practically unchecked in its power to pursue ends heedless of the
needs of the larger society. This pattern of complete
dominance was so obvious, Goodwin informed his
readers, that it was "unneces ary to document in any
detail."
Now it may be granted that a "good heart" would
respond more readily to possible inaccuracies in depictions of the problems of people on welfare than to a
grotesque distortion of the nature of the business corporation, but the issue of truth and respect for it in
serious writing should count for at least as much as a
"good heart." What was asserted in Goodwin's book
(remember the title, The American Condition) was and is
without any firm basis in systematic inquiry or empirical evidence. I have never found anyone in economics
or in the business schools who agreed with any of its
assertions. The nearest anyone came to assent was a
shrug of the shoulders and the comment, "Well, there
seems to be a market for that sort of thing."
Yet by the time the book was out in the paperback
edition, the cover carried this comment by John Kenneth Galbraith : "richly imaginative, wonderfully informed, marvelously interesting." Right under that,
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. described the book as "the intellectual adventure of the year." Charles Murray
should be so lucky. He instead has critics who actually
write statements such as, "Lemme hit 'im again."
II

Anyone trying honestly to "hit 'im again" will find
that Murray is not so easy a target. His critics have
been flailing away at a stationary punching bag which
their audience is told is in fact Charles Murray and his
book. Murray's defenders, on the other hand, are telling whatever audiences they can find that nobody has
yet laid a glove on him.
There are two caricatures of the book that can be
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dismissed at the outset. Murray does not, as is widely
supposed, express the belief that young men simply
choose unemployment as a way to get welfare benefits.
He notes often (and correctly) that a healthy young
man living alone is eligible for only small amounts of
federally-funded assistance. A second caricature hits at
Murray by proclaiiming that AFDC (Aid to Families
with Dependent Children) is not a cause of singlefemale-headed households. Murray in fact does not
make a direct connection between AFDC and the
rapidly rising number of households headed by a
single woman. He sees a relationship, but not a singular chain of causality.
What Murray does offer in Losing Ground is a good
deal more involved and more subtle. In fine academic
style, he brings together a "multidimensional-interactive" model and from this base reasons about the connections between welfare, cultural influences, and
major components of poverty. Essentially, the model
can be interpreted as saying that changes in both public policy and the culture worked together to undermine the gradual, purposeful, longer-term approaches
to work and family that were typical of entry into the
labor force and family life in years prior to the 1970s.
Four elements of change were primary. First, welfare became increasingly attractive as a temporary alternative to work. Second , changes in law enforcement
and criminal justice lowered the risk and the potential
costs-and thus increased the payoffs-to participation
in the illegal underground economy: by the 1970s illegal income had become a major source of financial
support for large numbers of young men in poor communities. Third, the deterioration in quality of innercity education reduced employability of the young.
Fourth, the stigma once associated with welfare was
greatly diminished while, at the same time, a stigma
became attached, especially in the minds of the young,
to holding a low-paying, "dead-end" job.
A further subtlety, and complication, of this model
is that Murray shows how certain patterns of behavior
may be plausible in the short run even though they
run counter to the individual's long-term interests.
Why, we might wonder, would a young man in the 1824 age bracket neglect basic education, opt for "the
streets," run the risk of theft and drug dealing, and
engage in prolonged sexual promiscuity when this behavioral pattern leads most often to a threatened, impoverished life in later years? If we follow Murray's
reasoning, he does so because the short-term attractions of that pattern (including some that may be only
imagined) outweigh the short-run attractions of a
stolid, plodding, daily routine of work and delayed
gratification of the normal desires for financial and social status.
7

One handicap in this line of reasoning is that it becomes very difficult to separate welfare influences
from cultural influences. The number of adult males
whose lifestyle would fit the pattern described above is
not precisely known; but, at any given time in recent
years, depending on levels of business activity, somewhere between 1.5 and 2.5 million working-age men,
in good health, have had no work experience whatever. Would their number be less if they were not eligible for what small benefits they can now obtain? Or
would more general cultural influences so dominate
behavior as to make welfare inconsequential? Murray's
model does not give good answers to such questions.
But it will, in total, give a plausible explanation for the
entire behavior pattern.
Similar reasoning, again made difficult to evaluate
because of the behavioral complexities with which it
deals, can be applied to the problem of households
headed by a single young woman (a category which accounted for 10 per cent of the poor in 1960 and 20
per cent by 1982). There need be no assumption of a
young woman deciding to become pregnant simply because a welfare check can then regularly be received.
If anyone reasons that way, it isn't Murray. His model
implies, however, a circuitous but positive relationship.
Start with the common knowledge that desire for
sexual relationships, both social and physical, is very
strong in adolescents and young adults . What prevents
pregnancy outside of marriage is knowledge of how it
is avoided combined with social constraints that sustain
strong motivation for avoidance. Among the constraints, certainly, are the penalty of social opprobrium
and the financial burdens-both for the potential
mother and her family-of raising a child outside of
marriage. Does it strain credulity to believe that young
women with very limit€d economic and social prospects will become less restrained and act with less caution when having a child brings a measure of financial
support and even some enhanced status among peers ?
It is difficult to make confident assertions as to the determinants of behavior in these matters, but the welfare variable as a contributing factor must be considered.

III
Other substantive issues raised in response to Murray's work fall generally into three categories. One
hinges on the question of whether the size and nature
of the welfare-dependent population has not been
overstated by Murray. A second suggests that the
problems upon which Murray focuses can be better
explained by demographic change mixed with some
effects from racial discrimination. A third category
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combines demographic change and change in the job
market to explain lagging employment participation
among black youth .
Were an adequate explanation to be found in the
first category it would , of course, have the happy effect of telling us that we need worry less than we
would infer from reading Murray. Explanations derived from demography, discrimination , or the job
market, or some combination of the three, are more
comforting than Murray's thesis in that all involve
phenomena which we believe we understand and in
which we expect change for the better. Unfortunately,
none pan out very well in light of questions Murray
raises about them .
The argument that the problems of chronic dependency are overstated rests mainly on a recent study
showing that only 2 per cent of the U.S. population is
"persistently dependent" on welfare support. But this
case is flawed by a very severe definition of "persistently dependent. " To be so classified, a family must
receive at least half of its income from welfare (excluding housing subsidies, medicaid, and child nutrition assistance) for eight of the ten years covered in the
study. Murray argues that the definition is so restrictive that only a hard core of poverty falls within it. A
much different picture comes from data showing a
continuing population of more than ten million receiving AFDC payments since the early 1970s or from an
illegitimacy rate of around 80 per cent of live births
among segments of the young and poor in the 1980s.
The
demography-plus-discrimination
argument
hinges on the enormous increase in the number of
people looking for work during the period 1963 to
1980. During that period, which is central to the thesis
in Losing Ground, the entry and early years (age 16 to
35) segment of the labor force was flooded by an extraordinary influx of 26 million people, most of them
come-of-age baby boomers and expanding numbers of
women . That was fourteen times as many as the less
than two million in the same age group during the
period 194 7 to 1963. This fact is presumed to connect
to unemployment problems of black youth in two
ways: first, competition among job seekers is increased ; second, it is easier for employers with a propensity to discriminate to select preferred white candidates.
The problem for this argument as a substitute for
what is presented in Losing Ground is that through
most of the 1960s new jobs either kept pace with or
exceeded the number of new job seekers. And it was
in those years of rising economic tide that labor force
participation rates for black youth first began to fall
below comparable data for whites . Moreover, older
blacks continued to improve their position through the
The Cresset

Sixties and into the early 1970s. If these older workers
were not deterred by increased competition from an
expanded corps of job seekers, why should we see lagging participation rates and rising unemployment
among younger blacks?
Another attempt to counter the thesis of Losing
Ground involves a claim for causal linkage between
young black unemployment and large-scale changes in
agriculture in the South. In an article in the New Republic, Robert Greenstein takes an academic article by
John Cogan ((which appeared in the American Economic
Review) as the basis for this claim: "Cogan .. . shows
that virtually all of the decline in black teenage employment from 1950 to 1970 was caused by the disappearance of low-paying jobs in the South, as southern agriculture was mechanized" (emphasis added).
This argument is not as persuasive as might at first
appear. In the first place, Cogan's data span years that
do not match well with those in Losing Ground, and
they are not adaptable to finding within-decade
changes. But the most important problem is that the
evidence is too fragile to sustain the thesis that Southern agricultural changes caused "virtually all" the decline in black teenage employment. As Murray has
commented in response to this criticism, job losses in
southern agriculture were most rapid during the
1950s, yet during that time young blacks kept pace
with young whites in labor force participation rates.
That parity changed abruptly in the 1960s, when the
loss of agricultural jobs in the South was slowing considerably. If we assume a cause-effect relationship,
why should a weakening cause show a strengthening
effect?
IV
After absorbing some of the early reaction to his arguments, Murray attempted a succinct description of
what he regarded as his book's contribution: Losing
Ground, he said, "examines the experience of the past
thirty years of social policy and finds a variety of
phenomena that demand explanation. I put forward
such an explanation . . . . "
In that commendable spirit Murray stands well
above most of his critics. The ball now is in the other
court. The critics have essentially three ways to go.
They can claim that Murray misinterprets the problem-a tack already taken and yet to show much persuasive power; they can claim that our experience with
welfare over the past thirty years is so satisfactory as
to need neither explanation nor defense ; they can find
a better explanation and tell us how we can expect better experience in decades to come.
It is difficult to imagine anyone arguing that Murray
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is dealing with a non-existent problem . It is not too
much to say that the welfare state is currently in a
quandary with its future seriously in doubt. Support
systems for the disadvantaged are likely to survive in
some manner, but it seems increasingly clear that in
both form and substance the organization of welfare
stands in need of drastic alteration.
To see the quandary fully it is essential to think
carefully and systematically about the foundations of
welfare in a democratic society. It can safely be assumed that the values of western culture (as battered
as these may be by now) are such that any society will
accept as a normal and continuing situation that some
part of its population be publicly dependent (the reference here is to persons receiving support from public funds and excludes private dependents such as children and others supported by relatives or private organizations.)

The welfare system is in trouble.
Support systems for the disadvantaged
are likely to survive in some manner,
but it seems clear that in both form
and substance the organization of
welfare requires drastic alteration.
A crucial issue is the legitimacy of the dependent
population. In a democratic society, the sense of legitimacy derives from a strong consensus. Much is at
stake here. For a person to join the consensus-to be
willing to regard other persons as legitimately deserving of public support-is to say, "I am willing to give
some of what is mine and transfer it to others."
Of course, the Judeo-Christian ethic requires that
those who are whole and possess worldly goods must
be willing to share. But the matter does not stop there .
The ethic also requires that all persons strive to make
a contribution to the larger good. At a minimum, this
can be construed as supporting one's self to the extent
possible. The ethic requires also that no person exploit
another. And certainly it is a form of exploitation to
refuse to make the sacrifices necessary for self-support
and instead take support and substance away from
those who have given of themselves to create the substance.
Consensus concerning the legitimacy of a dependent
popu lation can be reached most readily when that
population consists of persons who are physically or
mentally infirm or elderly or are caught in externally
imposed and unusually difficult circumstances (e.g., a
woman suddenly widowed with dependent children).
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A good rule-of-thumb for judging who would be included by the consensus as among the legitimately dependent is to ask if we can say of that person, "there
but for the grace of God go 1." Beyond that the consensus becomes badly frayed and may unravel entirely.
Every durable society capable of surviving over generations must face another dimension of the issue,
namely, how much of its material substance can be
transferred from its productive members to its dependent members , while still retaining the striving and
sacrifices of the former along with decent good will toward the latter? At some point the balance tips and
the social order decays or is consumed in conflict.
Thus consensus must be achieved concerning both the
quality and size of the dependent population.

If the book and the argument behind
it are simply dismissed as racist or
reactionary, then we will be unable
to conduct a productive public
debate over welfare and its effects.
In the present debate over welfare, very few people
have been willing to deal with these questions. If we
face a future in which the dependency population is
both growing and comprised of large numbers of
healthy young people, then some very grim questions
and choices will have to be confronted. Here is one,
closely related to the theme of Losing Ground, that
marks a good starting place: " Is the welfare system, as
it combines with other elements in our culture, conducive to behavior that creates a dependency population
never likely to achieve legitimacy, as would be determined by a majority of our people?" As we consider
the question , it is well to remember that the majority
has never conferred legitimacy on a dependent population that was native born, able-bodied, working age,
and not participating in the work force.
We need not be excessively pessimistic. It is important to keep in mind that economic growth is still a
very basic-even if not complete-remedy for poverty.
It is possible that much of what appears so ominous
in Losing Ground will be reversed in time by economic
growth and a spreading prosperity. The recovery
which began in 1983 has raised about 1.8 million
people above the poverty line. Within that general
good news there is the even better news that black citizens in particular showed significant gains.
Moreover, the record of achievement by minority
persons over recent years, especially the growth years,
has been quite impressive. It is true that among the
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young who are not partiCipating in the labor market
there are large numbers who are black. But among
better educated and somewhat older people in skilled
and professional occupations the rise in black participation has been very encouraging. Here the gaps between white and black income levels have been narrowing, and black and minority participation has
moved closer to reflecting minority proportions in the
population.
Yet the problems highlighted in Losing Ground have
a stubborn persistence. They have generally been resistant to change in spite of years of growth in the
past, and it is unlikely that the problem will be sufficiently cured by growth in the future. Still, Losing
Ground, in its tone and direction, is not a prophecy of
doom. It describes problems but is never without hope
for better days.
If the book is taken seriously as constructive social
criticism, it is at least possible that we can look forward
to a better future. But if the book and the argument
behind it are simply dismissed as racist or reactionary,
then we will be unable to conduct a rational and productive public debate over welfare and its effects. Such
a debate is necessary if we are to rebuild a consensus
behind a welfare system that does what decency requires without at the same time creating conditions of
dependence whose greatest costs are borne, in the
end, by those whom the system set out in the first
Cl
place to benefit and sustain.

What One Does with Cabrini
Having skimmed another story in The Trib
'bout its shattered elevators/doors/a headan-hour, and with home defense been
otherwise preoccupied, we've just seen
by third martinis our solution to Cabrini
involving first-strike capability.
But two, liberal, so well-intentioned,
balk. Which brings, all over again,
the other lethal option,
bootstraps, up.
Until tomorrow, four o'clock,
demolition's still in question then?

Lois Reiner
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Frederick A. Niedner, Jr.

"0 GIVE THANKS

• • •

"

A Meditation on Life as Gift and Thanksgiving

(Editor's Note: In February of this year, the Valparaiso University chapter of Mortar Board, the national student honor
society, sponsored a Last Lecture series. Participants were
asked to prepare a lecture as if it were to be the last they
would ever present. This essay originated as one of those lectures. The Cresset hopes to present others in the series in
future issues.)

It has been a curious experience to prepare a lecture which I would likely give if I knew that this were
really to be the very last lecture I ever gave. For someone like myself, who left home at age 14 to attend a
boarding school, as was virtually required then for
those wishing to enter the ministry of the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, and who not only grew up in
academe but still has not left after lo these many years,
to write this "last lecture" has proven to be not unlike
preparing a proleptic utterance of my dying words.
Small wonder that my colleagues in the preceding
"last lectures" have engaged in confession. I shall do
so also, for 1 think that in the end, all of our truly important words, inside or outside the walls of the
academy, are attempts to say somehow who we are, or
who we think we are. And our last words, for which
our whole lives would be the preparation, would most
certainly be confessions.
My students, whom I have always affectionately
called my "victims," would likely tell you that if I were
ever to give my last lecture, there are certain things I
would do without fail:
1. I would say at least one thing which was meant
to be funny, and failing significant response from the
class, I would say, "I guess you had to be there."
2. I would flip chalk in my hand.

Frederick A. Niedner, Jr. is Associate Professor of Theology at Valparaiso University and a frequent Cresset contributor. He is co-author (with David G. Truemper) of
Keeping the Faith: A Guide to the Christian Message.
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3. I would flip my tie, and in the process ...
4. . .. get chalk all over myself.
5. I would explain the meaning of some Hebrew or
Greek or Latin terms.
6. 1 would surely mention something about the
Bible.
7. I would insist that Jesus weighed 165 pounds,
though I could not explain how I was so certain about
that.
8. I would eventually wax homiletical and students
would begin to expect an "Amen" at the end.
9. I would get myself worked up to the point that
my voice might crack and I would be on the verge of
tears.
I assure you, most of those things will happen this
evening, except perhaps for flipping chalk. Most certainly my voice will crack, and may do so very shortly.
"Last things" always make me cry, for the "last thing"
is always to die and to grieve over one's loss. I am
close to tears each time a semester ends, as I wonder
after the intense moments we have spent together, in
a classroom struggling to make sense of life, what will
become of you, where your life will lead, whom you
will love, who will love you, who will be your children,
and whether I will ever see you again.
Close colleagues and perhaps some of the frequent
victims would add to the list:
I. I would talk of God's heart, as though I knew
something of it.
2. I would speak of Mark's Gospel, and the prophet
Hosea, and that elusive Pentateuchal narrator known
only as "the Yahwist." And even if I did not refer to
them by name, it would likely be from the perspectives
of these texts that I would try to speak a word about
God's heart.
I assure you, these will also happen this evening. So
much for the preliminary confession. What should be
the subject of one's last lecture? I was careful to think
of this as a lecture, and not a sermon, so it occurred
to me along the way of preparing for this talk that a
scholar ought to speak of his or her most unique con11

tribution to the human enterprise. I tried to think of
what that might be in my case.
As best I could determine, I have added only one
genuinely new thing to the consciousness of humankind. I have invented a new prejudice, as if the world
did not have enough of such things, and I have
shamelessly sought to spread it among my friends, in
my classes, and even from the pulpit of the Chapel of
the Resurrection. I am prejudiced against people who
drive motor vehicles while wearing hats. I shall not at
this time attempt to draw you into sympathy with my
prejudice so that you, too, can learn to feel a superior
contempt for the likes of little old ladies who tentatively aim large, old, boat-like automobiles about
downtown Valparaiso while looking through the steering wheel and wearing hats covered with lace, feathers, and fruit.
I could even have had a text for a lecture on my
contribution, and from the Bible no less: "For a man
ought not to cover his head ... " (I Cor. 11: 17). And
of course, prejudice is easily supported by arguments
from silence, so I would point out to you that Jesus is
nowhere said to have been fond of hats, or to have
worn any at all, save for the crown of thorns.
(As a footnote, let me add that I am considering at
present a broadening of my peculiar prejudice to include those young gentlemen who find it necessary to
wear caps in class, but I am still pondering the wisdom
of such a move. I should tell you, too, that among my
friends are some who have tried to rid me of my prejudice and have given me a cap to wear. I may wear
it as I drive home some day from my very last lecture
after having renounced my prejudice, but I will not
wear it while lecturing.)
The truth is that I knew within a minute of being
asked to do this lecture what my topic would be. I
knew because my "last" experience in the schools
where I have grown up and learned to be a human
being and a man have all been characterized by an
overwhelming sense of gratitude. I think I knew already the very first time I had to leave a school what
I would say the last time I would leave a school. At
age 14 I had gone to a school 300 miles from home,
and I had sworn to myself that I would be a man, and
I would not cry, ever, for that is what it meant to be
a man, I thought. Even when my mother cried, and
dad was strangely silent, as my family said goodbye to
me that first time, I did not cry. And I did not cry
even once through the long nights of homesickness in
those first weeks, or for all the years of high school,
or the two years of college at that same school.
But then it was time to leave. We had gone through
the ritual of parting, dressed up in our funny flat hats
and marched about for inspection by our elders. We
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had cheered wildly for the young blind woman in our
class who walked unassisted across the stage like
everyone else to receive her diploma. We turned in
our robes. It was time to go. But I could not go, not
until I had snuck off from my family for a moment
to stand on the one spot on that campus which was my
spot-the pitcher's mound of the baseball field. I did
not know at the time why I needed to do that, though
I do now. I needed to say goodbye, to complete the
dying of leaving that home. As I stood there I found
myself choked up, on the verge of tears, and
wordlessly crying out, though to whom I did not
know, "thank you, thank you, thank you."

I fought back the tears, although I
could not speak for many miles of
the trip home. I was too filled
with thanks that I knew not how to
say and those unspoken words had
choked me. But the next year, when
my friend died, I finally did weep.

I fought back the tears, although I could not speak
for many miles of the trip home. I was too filled with
thanks that I knew not how to say and those unspoken
words had choked me. The next year I finally did
weep. In a few weeks it will be 20 Maundy Thursdays
since my dear friend and roommate was killed in an
automobile accident. I wept. Seven years worth of
dammed up tears from all the tangle of an adolescent's fears and pain came pouring out at once. It
went on for days. And again, there was an overwhelming, directionless cry coming out of my insides saying,
"thank you, thank you, thank you." I had begun to
understand the cry by this time, however, because this
time I was acutely aware that my cry was too late. I
could thank God for my friend, but he could not hear
me and thus I could not thank him for being what he
was to me.
Much of my life has been spent in learning to say
thanks while there is still time .for saying it to those to
whom I am grateful. So it is that my lecture title is "0
Give Thanks . . . " If ever I were to give my very last
lecture, I would have many, many thanks to say.
I would thank my own teachers, all of them, from
my kindergarten teacher all the way to my doctoral
advisor. And that list would include lots of folks who
never knew they played that role because they did not
do so formally, including some colleagues and friends
and authors whose works have affected me pro-
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foundly. I say this thanks outside the hearing of most
of them. Most of them I never did thank in simple, direct words.
And yet, I hope that in some way, because my life
has been shaped by what those many teachers gave to
me, I am a kind of living thank-offering for their sacrifices. More and more I think that a scholar becomes
a kind of canon, a collection of texts and sources,
some written, some spoken, some sung, some played,
some painted, some danced, some passed through the
eyes. So I carry around within me Miss Brockmann,
Mr. Cattau, Dr. Gienapp, Dr. Rusch, Dr. Bertram, Dr.
Klein, and Hosea, and Mark, and Frederick Buechner,
and Ernest Becker, and some of you. Thank you for
being my teachers.
Were this my last lecture, I would also thank my students. There are few honors in life so great as when
another lets you be his or her teacher, and yet sometimes it is easy to lose sight of how precious that relationship is amidst the deadlines and the hurry and
the distractions of life on a campus. So I say to my students, thank you for the honor of taking me seriously,
and for overlooking my faults, for forgiving me for
pretending sometimes to be omniscient. And thank
you, too, for being among my teachers. I believe that
much of the time the teacher learns more from the relationships with students than the students from the
teacher. Perhaps education is the business of preparing to learn from one's students.
So, I wanted to say "thank you." But this is to be a
lecture, not a farewell address, and thus I needed a.
text. Or so it seemed to me. I suppose that my need
for a text is partly a mere limitation of my imagination, but it is partly, too, a reflection of another theory
I have about teaching.
As a believer in the Guido Sarducci philosophy of
education, which is based on the theory that five years
after graduation, you can say in twenty minutes all of
the specifics you can remember having learned in college, I assume that mostly what we who teach end up
teaching is what we care about and perhaps how to
care about it. That is, we share with you our passions,
and among the things I care about very much are language, words, and texts which we can use as windows
from which to envision not only the world which is,
but the world that might yet be, and what might be
beyond the world.
I searched for a text, but not for long. I found the
text for my thanksgiving in a work which has meant
as much to me as any other, anywhere, in my life. It
is the beautiful work known only as "the Yahwist
source" to biblical scholars. It is the oldest layer of the
telling of Israel's story in the portion of the Hebrew
canon known as torah, the Pentateuch. I must say that
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as much as any other single author, this ancient, anonymous storyteller has taught me most about life, and
about myself, and about God.
The Yahwist stratum of the Pentateuch, named for
the author's consistent reference to God by God's personal name, "Yahweh," was written in the era of David
and Solomon, that is, in the tenth century B.C.E., in
order to show the young, ambitious, upscale Israel in
its Golden Age what its identity, place, and role in the
world was supposed to be. What did it mean to be Israel? What did it mean to be so richly blessed?

I 'm a believer in the Guido Sarducci
philosophy of education , which is
based on the theory that five years
after graduation, you can say in
twenty minutes all of the specifics
you can remember from college.
To answer that question, the Yahwist begins at the
beginning, with the creation of the world. The
Yahwist's God is not the transcendent deity who
creates by fiat in Genesis, but the highly anthropomorphic God of Genesis 2, who shapes by hand the man
from mud, who plants the garden, hand-makes the
animals, discovers that he has neglected to find suitable company for the man and so constructs a woman
from half the man.
In the Yahwist's telling, the man and woman are not
satisfied with being merely human, and they strive to
be more. In their striving, they bite off more than they
can chew, so to speak. As a result, they know the consequences of choice, which are pain, futility, and
death-the knowledge of Good and Evil. Yahweh responds with a curse against the human beings, but he
preserves them. Next, Cain, whose real fight was with
God, kills his brother. Again, there is a curse against
the one who presumed to take God's role, and yet,
once more there is preservation, this time of the murderer's life. Next is the account of the great flood.
Humankind has become so universally prodigal that
God responds with the ultimate curse.
But here the Yahwist gives us the first real glimpse
of Yahweh's heart. "Yahweh was sorry that he had
made man on the earth, and it grieved him to his
heart" (Gen. 6:6). At the end of the flood account, we
see Yahweh smelling the sweet smell of Noah's offering, as he remembers why he created human beings in
the first place-"It is not good ... to be alone"-and,
as the Yahwist explains, "Yahweh said in his heart, 'I
will never again curse the ground because of man.
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(Gen. 8:21).
Human evil becomes universal once more, until
Yahweh is pushed again to curse, this time with a
Babel of confusion (Gen. 11:1-11). But Yahweh has
vowed that curse will never. be his last word, for he has
learned that curse does not work. Immediately after
Babel, the Yahwist's God calls Abram and charges him
and his seed with the task of being the agents of blessing in the earth.
Thus, to the Yahwist and to so many others who are
the Yahwist's heirs, Abram's seed is God's last hope for
the world. If blessing, too, should fail, or if the agents
of blessing should go out of business, there would remain only the ultimate flood, this time with no ark, no
Noah, no sweet-smelling sacrifice, only God by himself
in his grief.
I have learned from one of my teachers the hermeneutical principle that an author's central point can
be grasped when the reader finds that which the author ought not to have said. The Yahwist's flirtation
with the limits of what ought to be said, I would submit, is his depiction of God as operating by trial and
error as he attempts to live with his creation, and all
of this finally coming down to a gamble on God's part
as, in what amounts to a spin of the roulette wheel, he
chooses one of the human beings as that on which to
pin his hopes and dreams for the world. One of the
humans will live out the new and final experienceblessing instead of curse.
The rest of the story you could write for yourself,
almost. By a slender thread the promise of blessing
hangs, as Abram, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, and the
wilderness generation put God 's faithfulness to his
dream to the test. It does not take much imagination
to realize that all the preachers of the broken-hearted
God-Hosea, Mark, Luther, Juergen Moltmann, Elie
Wiesel, Shusako Endo, and a host of others-are really
in the debt of this anonymous narrator, "the Yahwist."
For the Yahwist already, I believe, the question which
haunted the history of God's relationship to humankind was not whether God would ever end up crucified, but only how long it would take.
Our return to the subject of thanks and thanksgiving is in asking what it might mean to bring "blessing"
to all the families of the earth. What is this gift on
which Yahweh has pinned the hopes of the world?
The verb "to bless" in Hebrew is barak. It means first
of all "to kneel," that is, to take on the posture of one
who is vulnerable and a receiver. The kneeling position was the position of one condemned to execution
or punishment, the position of one who could not run
away, the position of one who received something valuable from another who stood.
So it was that in Egypt the slaves' cry for deliverance
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was made on bended knee , and so it was that long
after the deliverance, when celebrating that night of
Passover, the ancient people "blessed" the bread and
broke it and gave it to one another. The Greek New
Testament translates that with eucharisteo, "to be well
graced, to give tha:nks. " Blessing is a posture. It is recognition of life and sustenance of every kind as gifts,
received in the kneeling position.
To be the agents of blessing in the earth, or to bring
blessing to others, is therefore to take on the posture
of kneeling, of vulnerability, of receiving, of recognizing the gift quality of life and of all that is about us.
If we cannot learn to kneel and receive from those
who are different from us, then we are doomed to live
in blind poverty. Or worse, we are doomed to remain
alienated, standing upright, waving swords and guns
and missiles instead of giving thanks. In our age we
have perfected the ultimate means of standing tall, to
use a phrase precious to some among us , and thus we
are in a very dangerous posture.
I need others who are different from me and I need
to kneel and give thanks for them and their differences from me because if I do not, then all I might
have for a god is an idol whose dimensions I have
fixed for myself. I am no longer thankful, vulnerable,
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a kneeler. I am then neither a receiver nor an agent
of blessing. I am no longer a student, a scholar, a reconciler, or a part of God's last hope for the world.
I am then in the frightful position of Jacob, who
sought to stand tall as he wrestled all night with the
mysterious stranger (Genesis 32:22-32). Finally at daybreak, pinned to the earth and crippled, but still clinging to the other wrestler, he extracts a blessing from
the stranger. His blessing? A new name: " Israel ," that
is, "the one who struggles with God." With God our
real struggle is properly fought. It is God who made
us all different. It is God who gives us to each other,
and God would have us receive one another, complete
with all our differences, in the kneeling position.
I know that there are some among us who understand the high stakes of God's gamble. A student
asked me in all seriousness this week what I thought
God wou ld do if there were a nuclear holocaust which
annihilated the human race. I said I did not know, but
that I thought God would be heartbroken , and that I
was much comforted that she cared. The last hope for
the world is with the kneelers, I believe. It is squarely
on the hunched-over shoulders of tho e who can celebrate the sublime and the ridiculous, who can accept
grace, and who can celebrate differences.
There is another word for "giving thanks" in the
Hebrew Bible. It is the verb yadah. It means first of all
"to throw into the air." By extension it means to throw
or offer up something to God, to give back, as it were,
the gifts received while in the kneeling position.
I m ust tell you one of the Yahwist's stories so that
you can hear what kind of thanks that is. It is the story
of Leah in Genesis 29. Leah is one of those nearly forgotten characters in the tradition. You may recall that
she was the older daughter of Laban, uncle and then
father-in-law of Jacob. "Leah's eyes were weak," the
Yahwist tells us . That does not mean she could not
see, but that she was timid, a shy person. But Rachel,
her sister, was beautiful and vivacious.
Now Jacob, quintessential adolescent that he was,
falls in love with Rachel. He serves seven years for
Rachel's hand, on ly to discover on the morning after
the wedding hoopla that he has slept not with the
beautiful, charming Rachel, but with Leah. There is a
lesson for us right there, if you think about it. I have
often wondered how Jacob failed to notice that he was
not with the one he loved so much. Do you suppose
they did not speak?
Jacob was enraged. He whose name means "the cheater" had been cheated. But the person he hated was
not Laban, who perpetrated the deception. It was
Leah that Jacob hated all the while he worked another
seven years for Rachel. The Yahwist then tells us:
When Yahweh saw that Leah was hated, he opened
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her womb, though Rachel d id not conceive. Leah conceived and bore a son, and she called his name
Reuben (which means "Look, a son!") for she said,
"Because Yahweh has looked upon my affliction,
surely now my husband wi ll love me."

It is with God that our real
struggle is properly fought. It is
God who made us all different. It
is God who gives us to each other,
and God would have us receive one
another, complete with all our
differences, in the kneeling position.

But Jacob did not love her. Leah conceived again
and bore a son, and this time she said, "Because
Yahweh has heard that I am hated, he gave me this
son also," and perhaps now my husband will love me.
And she named that son Simeon ("He has heard").
But Jacob did not love her. Again she conceived and
bore a son and said, "Now th is time my h usband will
be joined to me, because I have borne him three
sons." So she named him Levi ("I am joined"). But
Jacob did not love Leah even then. And she conceived
again and bore a son, and said, "This time I will 'give
thanks' (yadah) to Yahweh." Therefore she called his
name Judah ("0 give thanks!"). Then she ceased bearmg.
So much did she yearn for her husband's love.
Three times she bears him a son and each time she believes that this son will be the answer to her prayer.
Yahweh has seen, she hopes. Yahweh has heard, she
hopes. Yahweh has joined me at last to my husband .
But it was not to be. So the last child she simply offers
back to God. No more will she try to earn her h usband's love.
Leah's story is our own. We are so desperately hungry for all the myriad of things that go by the name
"love," that we spend our lives and all our energies
trying to win, earn, and otherwise possess them. We all
do the equ ivalents of bearing chi ldren to husbands
who somehow cannot love us. And we end u p d efeated, hurt, brokenhearted, brought to our knees. We
may even reach the point of leaving off the proj ect of
earning love. But then, and perhaps only the n, the
Yahwist tells us, is born the chi ld who carries on the
promise. That is the child given to God. When we
have thrown up our hands in despair, castin g up o ur
offspring in the awkward gesture of thanksgiving, God
catches the baby, our own flesh and blood. When we
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leave off trying to earn love, the holiest things happen.
In the end, it was Judah, the child born after all
hope of earning love was lost, who kneeling received
the blessing which put him in the line of those on
whom the promise rested, on whom Yahweh had pinned his hopes. From Judah's line would come David,
and from Judah wo'u ld the people of Israel ultimately
derive their next name--citizens of Judah , Judeans,
Jews.
Christians, mostly Gentiles, claim to be grafted into
that line because of a latter day child in the line of
Judah and David. Christians are most true to that
identity which they claim when they learn to kneel and
be vulnerable and then to throw up hands in thanksgiving. It is when we learn those things that we become priests, offering to God what God most wants
from us, that is, our sacrifices, things made holy by
giving them away for the sake not of earning love but
for the sake of acknowledging the love which gave
them to us. Or as Wordsworth put it, "The Youth,
who daily farther from the east must travel, still is Nature's Priest, and by the vision splendid is on his way
attended."
It is when I can kneel and throw up my hands that
I know you are not my students, or my colleagues. No
one is my spouse, or my lover, or my child. Rather, you
are all gifts to me. I receive you kneeling, but I must
give you back and cannot keep you. I must offer you
up. It is only in so doing that I can keep from treating
you as if you were my possessions, "things" to be had
in some great accounting game. Your body is then not
my toy or the playing field on which to prove I am a
man. Your mind is not the board on which I play my
intellectual games. Moreover, I can no more use my
own body or mind for such futile games as I can use
yours. You are holy. I am holy. And I must give everything back.
In so doing is my life made holy in the posture of
thanksgiving: kneeling to receive, throwing up the
. hands to return with celebration. How shall God catch
what I throw into the heavens? With what arms shall
he pick it from my awkward, sacrificial heave? With
your arms. If this were my last heave I would gladly
thrust it all into your arms, for in our time together
I have come to trust you. And I trust God. I trust you
to receive with thanksgiving, I trust you will laugh and
weep. over the gifts which have been ours but will be
entrusted to you, and I trust that you will heave them
on, returning them as faithful priests into still other
arms.
For what you have given to me on the occasions
when I have thought to kneel, and for being there as
God's own arms when I have been brave enough to
Cl
give thanks, I say to you, "Thank you."
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Night on Chase Lake Bog
I

at night
wide leaves float
on the dark water
a blue heron stands
in shadow
blackberry and bracken shine
among the matted reeds
and turtles surface
blinking into stars
floating on the water
II

but here in suburbia
in your hot tub
the stars catch
at our nakedness
and glint on bottles
and the lady next door
pauses to watch
her hand on the trash bag
her body like an alder
she rests against the fence
motions to another in the house
and we giggle into the dark water
of our bog
III

later
a night breeze
sifts among the leaves
and bright birds hop
from branch to branch
lights from the two houses
are out
towels hang limp and heavy
from the tub
the neighbor's house is closed
against the night
upstairs the lady from Omaha
wonders if this is how it
will be

J. T. Ledbetter
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Bobbye G. Au

ON TEACHING PARADISE LOST
How Does One Communicate "the Story of All Things"?

John Milton is universally recognized as one of the
greatest writers in the English language. Depending
on one's positioning of Chaucer, Milton occupies
either the second or third position after Shakespeare.
Within the canon of Milton's works, Paradise Lost is the
crowning achievement. It is a work of staggering accomplishment. Northrop Frye calls it "the story of all
things." Thus it is obvious that it is a work which
should be taught to undergraduates and one which
they should be led, ideally at least, both to understand
and to appreciate. The real question , though, is not
whether the work should be taught, but how it should
be taught.
How do we teach "the story of all things" to students
who are without, in most cases, the necessary background and resistant, in many cases, to the material in
the first place? All of us who work with today's undergraduates know the lamentable lack of what we would
like to consider the most basic of backgrounds in historical and biblical materials. Our students lack the
background which Milton , in writing the work, would
have assumed as fundamental , universal knowledge .
In addition , for many if not most of our students
their lamentable lack of background is not lamentable
to them . In other words, they see very little relevance
in what to them is "dated" material in the first place.
Our students know we love Milton, but they often politely view that love as though we had somehow fallen
into a time warp--even though we may be otherwise
sane, reasonable people. But, then , professors are expected to be a bit weird, ~nd they will be tolerant of
us, but that does not mean that they are convinced
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and H enry College in Virginia, she did graduate work at
Arizona State University, where she received an M .A. , and
at the Claremont Graduate School, where she earned her
Ph.D. Professor Au is married and has a ten-year-old daughter.
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that what we like is what they should like with equal
fervor.
There is still an additional problem that confronts
us as teachers of one of the world's great literary masterpieces. In addition to the problems of student background and assumption of relevance, how can we
teach "the story of all things" when we can't even
teach all of the story-when we have to teach only excerpts? It is a luxury in the undergraduate classroom
to be able to teach the entire text of Paradise Lost.
What is much more common is to cover the work in
a survey course of some sort where two weeks of the
term is an extravagant time period to devote to it. Students read, typically, Books I and II, part of Book IV,
Book IX, and possibly the conclusion of the epic in
Book XII. Granted, such excerpts can give students
the "germ" of the story, but it is a bit analogous to
reading the Readers' Digest version of War and Peace.

Within the canon of Milton's works,

Paradise Lost is the crowning
achievement. It is a work of
staggering accomplishment. Northrop
Frye calls it "the story of all
things." Thus it is obvious that it
should be taught to undergraduates.
Faced with these problems, would we be better not
to try to teach Paradise Lost at all? Or should we continue to "plow through ," doing perhaps little but confirming our students' opinions that we have fallen into
a kind of time warp that they choose not to enter.
They will listen respectfully, take appropriate notes,
and give us come examination time what we have
given them, but what we will have given them will not
be in any real sense the work we have attempted to
teach them .
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However, I don't think the situation need be quite
so bleak as I paint it. I am not at all sure that any of
us who teach can ever teach quite the way we would
ideally like to nor can we inspire in our students (at
least in all of them) the love we feel for what we teach ,
but we can give our students (at least many of them)
a positive experience in spite of themselves ; we can
surprise them . We can surprise them about themselves, about the work to which they are exposed, and
about us as teachers.
I would first suggest some things we should not do
if we want that positive, surprising experience. There
are at least two broad things that will not help us .
First, we should not construe the work to make it
relevant. It becomes relevant by keeping it honest. For
example, in the passage suggesting that Eve is subordinate to Adam,
Whence true authority in men ; though both
Not equal, as their sex not equal seemed;
For contemplation he and valor formed ,
For softness she and sweet attractive grace,
He for God only, she for God in him;
(Book IV, lines 295-299)
I think Milton means exactly what he says. In fact, believing that he means what he says allows us to see Eve
with more sympathy, more poignancy as Milton portrays her elsewhere.
There has been a great deal of critical attention to
Milton's treatment of Eve, and this is not the place to
try to summarize that. What I am suggesting, however,
is that Milton was a seventeenth-century man ; to
forget that or to try to make him something he was
not is to fail to approach the work with the honesty it
deserves. This is not to say that either we or our students need to agree with his position, but it is to say
that we need to help our students understand what
that position is and why (insofar as we can determine
that) Milton takes the position he does. And when we
do understand that position and the historical context
out of which it comes, I suspect we may be surprised
at the Eve we see at other points in the epic~an Eve
far less the "typical" figure of the time than we might
typically assume.
Another example of an area where we need to keep
the work honest is in the area of theology. There are
numerous illustrative passages which could be citedthe dialogue in heaven in Book III is particularly pertinent. The point is that Milton's theology may not be
ours--<>r our students. We may not believe it, but Miltori believed it, and that is the power of the work. Milton meant what he said: he intended "to justify the
ways of God to man ."
If we allow him his premise, he may in fact justify
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his God even to the skeptical modern world. At the
very least, he will leave us with a poignancy at what we
have lost. It has also been my experience that many of
our students are less theologically sophisticated than
they would have us think; crises of faith may not be
as prevalent as they once were, but they do still exist,
and a surprising number of students respond to Milton's arguments with much more interest than we
would initially assume them to have .
There is a second thing we should not do. We
should not whittle the work down to make it understandable nor should we whittle it up to make us look
good. The first makes Milton look foolish ; the second
makes us look foolish .
To explain what I mean, think about the poem's
language. The language is frequently difficult; it may
need unpacking or paraphrasing in places to be understandable, but students can be led to appreciate its
power even if they do not always understand each individual line or each individual allusion. Read the language orally. Students, particularly those with a special
interest in literature (including most of those who
choose to become English majors) have a love of language that they often may not be able to articulate.
They respond to the sound of language and experience its power. There was, I suspect, more than simply
the lack of a printing press responsible for the early
oral tradition in literature. Paradise Lost is replete with
examples of the power of the language. In this respect, at least, it seems clear that only Shakespeare can
rival Milton in the beauty and majesty of the spoken
word . Following is only one short example from

air for a greenhouse
all this January
flowers opening in the house
m books the violin
in suns of oranges and grapefruit
the lights of Christmas
leaving on the quiet air
will their brilliance to these flowers
flagrant
opening
everywhere

joan vayo
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thousands:
Before their eyes in sudden view appear
The secrets of the hoary deep, a dark
Illimitable ocean without bound,
Without dimension, where length, breadth, and height,
And time and place are lost; where eldest Night
And Chaos, ancestors of Nature, hold
Eternal anarchy, amidst the noise
Of endless wars, and by confusion stand.
(Book II , lines 890-897)

One commits a crime to try to whittle that kind of language down to our size!
But I have also suggested we do not-as I phrase
it-whittle up either. I do not intend in any way to
denigrate solid scholarship. Scholarship is necessary,
and it expands and enlarges the scope of the work.
But students often come to Paradise Lost with the assumption that it is an old, irrelevant, musty tome for
old-fashioned intellectuals--certainly not for them. To
go through the poem picking it apart-line by bloody
line-proving to students how much we know about it
only reinforces the preconception that many students
have about it in the first place.
Give students examples (pertinent, relevant ones) of
the complexity of the text; they can then be properly
impressed without being turned off. If we give them
too much of a good thing, we run the risk of losing
them entirely. And even if we do not lose them, the
work is lost for them. They come away from the experience with a clearer understanding of some of the
individual trees in the forest, but they have lost the
sense of the majesty of the total forest.
If these things are not to be done, what is? I assume
as teachers we want our students not just to "learn"
the material (whatever we mean by that) but we want
them to identify with it, to make it part of themselves.
We want them to leave the classroom not knowing
Paradise Lost as we know it, but knowing it as they know
it-knowing it for themselves-knowing it existentially,
having possession of it as their own.
That is a lofty goal. I am not naive enough to think
we always accomplish it; we accomplish it far less often
than we would like, but sometimes we do. When we
do, how do we do it?
For possession of anything (knowledge of it in the
truest sense) for any of us, two basic things are necessary: l) to understand and 2) to identify.
I have suggested some of the ways we can promote
understanding. We have to pursue both language and
idea in the poem to the point where students see what
Milton is saying-they do not have to like it, they do
not have to agree with it, they do not have to accept
it, but they do have to know what is being said-in
language and in concepts which they can understand .
April, 1986

This may defy Milton's own concept of a "fit audience-though few," though it is hard to believe that
Milton did not want the largest possible audience. He
was perhaps simply a realist, but it is our task as
teachers-of whatever we teach-to make material accessible to an additional audience beyond ourselves.
That is certainly one of the definitions of "teacher."
And we can make material understandable without
making it trivial. We do this (or we try to do it) in all
of our classes.

The more difficult the material we
are trying to teach the more important
it is for students to write about it.
A class in Milton, though the challenge is greater, is
not any different. We use the same basic techniques
we use in the classroom generally to promote understanding: paraphrasing, student discussion, reports,
and writing (especially writing). Especially with more
difficult material (like Milton), we need to be more attuned than usual to our students; we need to listen to
their responses and to their questions. Paraphrasing,
for example, should be largely an exercise that comes
from the students, not from us as teachers. We have
not accomplished anything if we paraphrase or explain
a passage only to discover (and often we may never
discover it) that the students do not understand our
paraphrase.
I would also affirm that the more difficult the material we are trying to teach, the more important it is for
students to write-in as much depth and as often as
possible-about it. It was Auden, I think, who said,
"How do I know what I think until I see what I
write?" Our students are the same. Few students will
volunteer to write and few may understand fully what
the act of writing does to their ability to understand,
but the results will be there nonetheless.
As teachers we often bemoan the fact that our students seem lacking in an ability to think creatively.
That may be, in large part, because they have not
been required nearly often enough to put those
thoughts into words--concrete words on a piece of
paper (or a computer printout!) where they have substance and a reality that can then be questioned, referred to, analyzed. "The spoken word comes not back"
goes an old proverb, and it is true.
These techniques are methods to promote understanding; the harder task is to promote identification.
To return to Northrop Frye, Paradise Lost is the "story
of all things." To narrow that phrase just a bit,
Paradise Lost is the story of all things human, and that
is our point of identification. When we look into the
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fires with Ahab (to borrow another literary reference),
we look into our own souls as well as into his. That is
ultimately what Paradise Lost gives us: a look into our
own souls.
If we teach Paradise Lost as the drama that it is, we
see ourselves in our prototypes. We identify with
Satan. We know he is wrong, but we also know something of his resentment, his pride, his manipulation .
Students understand Satan-sometimes too well. It is
a typical student response to want to make Satan the
epic's hero. In creating a dramatically worthy adversary to God, Milton has given us a creation sometimes
too easy to like, too easy to identify with. When we
read,
the Devil stood,
And felt how awful goodness is, and saw
Virtue in her shape how lovely, saw, and pined
His loss; but chiefly to find here observed
His luster visibly impaired;
(Book IV , lines 846-850)

we feel a poignancy to the scene, an understanding
and an identification that I suspect was intentional on
Milton's part. Only if we are able to identify with
Satan can we understand what he has given up, what
he is tempting humankind to relinquish , and what is
really meant by paradise lost.
The drama of Milton's work makes it possible for us
to identify even with God himself. Milton's anthropomorphic deity helps us understand the dilemma of
reconciling justice with mercy, love with freedom.
When God says,
they themselves decreed
Their own revolt, not I; if I foreknew ,
Foreknowledge had no influence on their fault.
I formed them fre e, and free they must remain .
(Book III, lines 116-118; 124)

we are of course meant to understand an important
theological concept, a concept crucial to Milton's justification of "the ways of God to man." But perhaps of
equal importance is our need to see in these lines (and
many others like them) the dilemma of God himself;
God suffers with us, he mourns for us, he knows our
weaknesses, and he knows what we will do, yet he
must give us the fr.eedom to make our own mistakes.
He becomes every parent who knows what is best for
his child but is powerless to force the action which is
best.
Certainly we identify with God and with Satan, his
adversary. But most of all, we identify with Adam and
Eve-those two frail creatures so like ourselves. The
drama of the poem asks us to see them as human ,
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human like us, with all our possibilities and all our
failures. There are many examples-Adam's loneliness
before Eve's creation; their joy in each other; Eve's desire to be trusted, to be equal with Adam; Adam's love
for her, his willingness to suffer even damnation to be
with her; the poignancy of Eve's repentance, her willingness to accept the responsibilty for what she has
lost for them both.
Thus, when we come to the end of the poem, their
"wandering steps and slow" become ours. We knowexistentially-the condition of fallen humanity. We
know, and we can bring our students to know , because
we allow the work to touch us, because we are open
to it, because we do not trivialize it or try to cut it
down to our own size, because we love it-and love is
infectious.

C:

Failing to File
Failing to file the quarterly Estimated Tax Return in
any given year, if your earnings are not withheld, is
subject to penalties and fines and the notoriety these
cases bring . . .

The woman, this time, who mailed
her payment in change, was old
enough to be anyone's mother,
even the President's, and I
interviewed her in a kitchen
where I expected my grandmother's
advice, something about colds
and clothes and the way winter
hates children, putting ice
under them when the schoolbus
turns toward the curb. I wanted
to say I had survived, how
different I was, no longer
seven, and she rocked there
beside a table covered with
apples, some of them peeled,
and looked away, her face
in the weak light bruised
for good whether or not
she would remind me to wear
those gloves that were stuffed
in my ink-stained pockets.

Gary Fincke
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Linda C. Ferguson

AMERICANS AND OPERA
An Essay about Understanding

In the second week of fall term, a student visited my
office. Quickly she turned the conversation to what
was on her mind. "When the class goes to see La
Traviata," she asked , "will it be in Italian, or will we be
able to understand it?" I had undertaken a freshman
seminar on the topic of opera and had announced that
the only prerequisite, in effect, was the abi lity to be a
good sport. Recognizing the importance of direct encounter in acquiring a taste for opera (and figuring
that a field trip could be good for class morale), I had
designed the course to include a performance at the
Chicago Lyric Opera. "It will be in Italian," I declared,
"and you will understand it all." The student looked
a little skeptical, but optimistic too, that day in early
September. We would attend the opera in late
November, so I had about 11 weeks to develop my argument that understanding Italian and understanding
Italian opera are not the same thing.
Even as I planned those eleven weeks of regulated
study, I knew that my course could overcome the traditional impediments to understanding only in an
academic and fairly artificial way. Together we would
listen to and view, by phonorecording and videotape,
two complete operas and many operatic selections. We
would explore the texts and contexts of the recorded
selections to compensate for the lack of visual cues;
the videotapes would provide their own English subtitles. We would read libretti and discuss the stories and
plays on which the opera scripts were based. We
would "get used to" the sound of operatic singing and
learn some of the basic operatic conventions.
We would even build a small repertoire of Italian
words, some of which are useful in discussion of the
field (e.g., aria, recitativo secco, and basso buffo) and
some of which become landmarks in particular libretti
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(e.g. addio, piangi, un di felice, and e finite). These activities, as I expected, succeeded to varying degrees in
making the students comfortable. But even as genuine
understanding seemed to take root in some of them,
I knew that receptivity to the values and virtues of
opera cannot be acquired exclusively by doing one's
homework.
I have long been interested in the "problems" of understanding opera, particularly as they have been perceived and articulated by Americans. The history of
opera in this country is also the history of compromises and creative solutions to these problems.
This essay reviews some responses to the presence of
opera in America and recounts some of the measures
undertaken to promote acceptance of the form by
American audiences (my own seminar follows from a
long line of well-intentioned and partially successful
attempts). Finally, I will propose that the most general,
and thereby the most liberal, understanding of opera
stems not from translation of operas but from recognition of the distinctive nature of opera in a more
generic sense.
II

In the eighteenth century, Americans "understood"
opera easily, for it was in English-not in English
translation, but in English to begin with. Historian
Charles Hamm notes that "of all the forms of classical
music . . . opera was far and away the most popular
in the English colonies in the half century before the
Revolution ," and further, that "audiences for opera in
eighteenth-century America were not only larger than
those for concerts of classical music, they were also
drawn from a much wider segment of the population."1
The operas popularized in the colonies reflected the
fashion of the "ballad opera," a stage entertainment
1

Charles Hamm, Music in the New World (Norton, 1983), pp.
88, 90.
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more like a variety show than a sustained musicodramatic composition. Frequently they featured acrobats and j ugglers alongside the singers, actors, and
dancers. "Ballad operas," more assembled than composed, had emerged in the early eighteenth century in
England as an unstudied and frankly entertaining alternative to the elaborate Italian operas which
flourished in London during the late baroque, when
Handel was in residence there. The most famous of
the ballad operas, The Beggar's Opera of 1728, by
Pepusch and Gay, parodied and satirized contemporaneous Italian opera, much as the operettas of Gilbert and Sullivan would do a century and a half later.
T he first documented performance of a complete
opera in America, in Charleston on February 18,
1735, was a production of Flora; or, Hob in the Well.
Eighteenth-century Americans heard operas by composers whose names are unfamiliar today among
opera-goers: Thomas Arne, Stephen Storace, and
Charles Dibd in. In these early years, operas were associated more with entertainment than with high culture, and were performed, accordingly, in theaters
rather than concert halls.
Even in the eighteenth century compromises were
struck, bu t for expediency, not accessibility. For example, the first "opera" produced in Boston, in 1769, featu red a single performer, who, according to the handbill, "impersonates all the characters, and enters into
the d ifferent humours or passions, as they change
from one to another throughout the opera." 2
Resistance to opera in early America did exist, but
not based on claims of unintelligibility or irrelevancy;
sermons and moralistic essays admonished the faithful
to shun theatrical entertainments, which were said to
encou rage drunkenness, rowdiness, gambling, and
other forms of rude and immoral behavior. Further,
d u ring the Br itish occupation of colonial cities, concert
and theatrical offerings tended to cater to British
tastes and were therefore inappropriate amusements
for patriots. Theater, including opera, was actually illegal in many colonial cities until after the Revolution,
when the Constitution had been ratified, and Americans were once again receptive to the more frivolous
and/or studied forms of culture.

III
T he split between the "stage-oriented" ballad opera
of mass culture and the "musically-oriented" opera of
high culture accomplished in eighteenth-century England had analogues elsewhere-the Spanish zarzuela
2

David McKay, "Opera in Colonial Boston," American Music,
III (1985), p. 133.
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and the German Singspiel come to mind-but it was
not until the nineteenth century that an obvious choice
was available to the American theater-goer. Early in
the nineteenth century, Italian operas from the "cultured" tradition were introduced into the United
States, but in their "Englished" versions: adaptations,
usually of works by Mozart and Rossini, refashioned
for British audiences by British composers.
Difficult ensemble numbers were shortened and
simplified, or omitted altogether; spoken dialogue replaced the sung recitatives, and topical humor was frequently added. Thus, Mozart's Don Giovanni, as transformed into Henry R. Bishop's The Libertine, was the
first "Italian" opera to be heard in the New World,
performed in New York in 1817. There followed
"Englished" versions of others including Rossini's
Barber of Seville and La Cenerentola and Bellini's La Sonnambula and Norma, the latter especially popular in the
United States at mid-century.

Resistance to opera in early America
did exist, but not based on claims of
unintelligibility or irrelevancy;
sermons and moralistic essays
admonished the faithful to shun
theatrical entertainments, which were
thought to encourage many vices.

It is important to emphasize that these "Englished"
operas were not merely translations from an Italian
script to an English one; rather they transformed materials selected from one art form (i .e. "high culture"
opera, based on the principle of sustained musical and
dramatic unity) for use in another (i.e., the "ballad
opera" stage entertainment tradition). Prominent tunes
and the basic story line of the original were retained,
but such retention does not constitute a "faithful"
adaptation, and it is unlikely that fidelity was intended.
Consider that while Shakespeare's characters and basic
plot lines from Othello and Taming of the Shrew are employed in Verdi's Otello and Cole Porter's Kiss Me, Kate,
we are unlikely to mistake these "adaptations" for
Shakespearean plays. And it enhances, rather than diminishes, our estimation of such "transformations" if
we recognize that more than "translation" has been accomplished.
In the first decades of the nineteenth century, large
numbers of Americans-and not all from the upper
classes-enjoyed operatic music without ever entering
the theater. The fashion of adaptation extended in
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several directions: in simplified "sheet music" arrangements of arias for amateur singers and pianists, in
transcriptions for solo piano, and in arrangements of
airs and ensembles for the choral societies and town
bands so prominent in nineteenth-century American
musical life.
Simplified operatic tunes were fitted with hymn
texts and sung in church; they were also taught in
public schools. At Lincoln's inauguration in 1861, the
band featured arranged selections from Verdi's
Rigoletto, for dancing cotillions. "Community song
books," many still in print and in use, frequently include songs adapted in the nineteenth century from
Italian opera, alongside Christmas carols, patriotic
songs, Scottish ballads, and spirituals.

Whitman claimed that it was the audience's deficiency
if Italian opera was not understood, and that they
must cultivate their tastes to be susceptible to the
worth of the form . Whitman took a patriotic stand,
however, in urging that audiences respect American
performers rather than demand only Europeans.

Simplified operatic tunes were fitted
with hymn texts and sung in church;
they were also taught in public
schools. At Lincoln's inauguration
in 1861, the band featured arranged
selections from Verdi's Rigoletto,
for dancing cotillions.

IV
Although French operas, in French, had been performed regularly in New Orleans as early as 1792, Italian opera, in its original language and form, was unknown in the New World until 1825 when Rossini's
Barber of Seville was produced in New York. By 1833,
a theater had been erected in New York specifically
for the performance of opera in the Italian style, and
from that time forward, New Yorkers could avail
themselves of "grand" opera as well as "ballad" style
entertainments. Not surprisingly, discussion ensued.
Clearly, some of the appeal of opera was its snob appeal. Hamm suggests that "one of the attractions of
opera in a foreign tongue was precisely the style with
which it was presented and the absence of the lower
classes and their behavior, which had marred so many
theatrical experiences in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries." 3
A former mayor of New York, Philip Hone, who
had personally aided fund-raising for the Italian
Opera House, later expressed some regrets: "We want
to understand the language; we cannot endure to sit
by and see the performers splitting their sides with
laughter, and we not take the joke; dissolved in 'briny
tears,' and we not permitted to sympathize with them;
or running each other through the body, and we devoid of the means of condemning or justifying the
act." 4
By contrast, poet and critic Walt Whitman (18191892), publishing in several New York papers, initially
dismissed Italian opera as "pointlessly florid and unintelligible" but later was drawn to opera as a grand
communal occasion which displayed the fullest possible
expressive resources of the human voice . Eventually
3
4

Music in the New World, p. 200.
/bid., pp. 199-200.
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Less temperate were the reflections of John Hill
Hewitt (1801-1890), the composer of a number of influential and distinctly American songs, including "All
Quiet Along the Potomac": "There is something truly
amazing to an American , I mean a democratic American, to sit for an hour or two listening to the caterwauling of a band of jabbering foreigners, who have
clothed themselves with the title of prima donna,
prima donna assoluta, tenore praimo, primo basso
profondo [sic], et cetera, while attempting to give expression to our unpretending, yet with us, pleasing
ballads." 5 Notable is Hewitt's resistance to hearing the
"pleasing ballads," presumably simplified adaptations
from Italian operas, sung in their original form.
By contrast, an important advocate for opera in
America was the composer and critic William Henry
Fry (1813-1864), who seems to answer the sentiments
of Hewitt: "It may not be unworthy of remark that the
vulgar prejudices which exist in our country against
Italian music are based upon erroneous impressions." 6
With his brother Joseph, Fry prepared a singable English translation of the libretto for Bellini's Norma, probably the first such work done by Americans, retaining
not only the gist of the work, but preserving the score
itself. Fry also composed his own operas in the Italian
style, but with English texts. One of them, Leonora, was
published and performed; ironically, the New York
premiere was given in an Italian translation.

v
Nineteenth-century Americans--critics, performers,
5
6

Charles Hamm, Yesterdays (Norton, 1983), p. 107.
Music in the New World, p. 202.
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composers, and audiences-recognized the problems
of opera in America, and some of them proposed solutions. Each of the "solutions," partial or temporary
though it may have been, ,seemed to follow one of
three general approaches. One category of developments attempted to popularize foreign opera by
changing it to something else, often using the "ballad
opera" model. A second approach placed the burden
of understanding on the audience to become informed
and cultivated. Yet a third approach, suggested but
not accomplished in the works of Fry, sought to retain
what was excellent in the operatic tradition of high
musical culture while attempting to make it more
likely, or at least more possible, that Americans would
find operatic works intelligible and desirable.
These three approaches to American problems of
understanding opera have continued to develop to the
present day. The "alternative" form approach today
rarely seeks, as it once did, to make opera intelligible
by adapting well-known operas into shorter and easier
entertainments. But modern directors do continually
seek innovative concepts for staging and characterization which appeal to American tastes and which rethink works already well known by American audiences. Setting Cosi fan tutte in the Old South or in the
Space Age may be only a gimmick to serve advertising,
but in the hands of a sensitive director such a concept
can allow the score to work as dramatically as ever.
Opera, by nature, resides in the dramatic inner
workings of the musical score and in the conventions
of the singing necessary to realize the score; a good
one can endure a great deal of "innovative" direction,
and still be genuinely operatic. Other examples of the
"adaptation" approach occur in cinematic versions of
operatic monuments. Although startling to see in bold
titles on the movie screen, it really is "Ingmar
Bergman's Magic Flute," not Mozart's, for in
Bergman's transformation the opera is no longer an
opera but a movie about an opera.
More subtly transformed are operatic stage productions conceived for viewing over television. But even
productions designed for broadcast seem to fit uncomfortably inside the box in my livingroom, although
that same box seems just the right size for Hill Street
Blues and Masterpiece Theater. This observation suggests
not that opera is "too good" for television, but rather
that it is "too grand." Opera by its nature operates on
a different scale of relationships between art and "reallife" than do television programs; singing is an intensified speech, more emotionally-charged than normal
discourse in the everyday world, and operatic singing
is larger and more intensified than natural singing.
More than a flip of the dial is necessary to adjust to
operatic presentation.
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Still, television "arrangements" of operas have immeasurably aided the second approach: cultivating understanding through education and guided experience. With Great Performances and Live from the Met on
television and Covent Garden and Glyndebourne productions for sale on video-cassette, the education of
audiences, usually conducted by teachers (as guardians
of culture) or promoters from opera companies (in the
interests of both culture and box office), has been
made much easier. Now reasonably informed viewerlisteners, with some idea of what opera looks like, can
listen to Saturday afternoon broadcasts from the Metropolitan with a clearer idea of what it might be like
to be there in person.

Opera, by nature, resides in the
dramatic inner workings of the
musical score and in the conventions
of the singing necessary to realize
the score; a good one can endure a
great deal of innovative direction
and still be genuinely operatic.

Further, broadcasts usually employ "hosts" who address the home audience in friendly fashion, offering
information and features which explain what just happened, what will happen next, and what melodies will
reveal such happenings. Further, television broadcasts
usually feature simultaneous instruction in the form of
English subtitles, providing at least a skeletal account
of the libretto.
Also in this category of "understanding through
education" would fall the recent innovation of "sur-titles"-lines of English language text flashed above the
stage during the performance-first devised for Canadian Opera of Toronto, and now used in Cincinnati,
Houston, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, and
elsewhere. Chicago Lyric used them for the first time
this past season for Puccini's La Rondine. I saw the
Scott Heuman surtitles, originally written for Houston
Grand Opera, in Tulsa Opera's Tosca last year. I didn't
mind them. It would, in fact, be difficult to make a
case against them without evoking the nineteenth-century "snob appeal" argument.
A purist might greet such "prompting" with disdain
similar to that of the nineteenth-century English
tourists who were astonished at the American practice
of square dance "calling"-a rather obvious means of
teaching or reminding the provincial participants what
is going on. But square dances are still "called," and
The Cresset

Ed Purrington, general director of Tulsa Opera, reported that "titles are a boon to first-timers wary of
foreign languages. Doing marketing research , we discovered that many people bought or renewed subscriptions this season because of our surtitles." 7
Nor has the twentieth century lacked "third approach" solutions toward understanding opera in
America: retaining the operatic mold , but Americanizing the content. Gifted poets and translators continually seek ever more singable, more meaningful, and
more faithful translations for English language productions , so that the "real-time" experience be imbued
with understanding, not merely supplemented by information . Scholarly arguments against opera in translation are easy to construct, but the fact remains that
more is directly understood when American singers
appear before American audiences, singing in the language they share. (Unfortunately, many small regional
companies pay a high price for bringing opera in English to their communities, since translations are rarely
in the public domain, even if the original texts are,
and the livelier and more fashionable the translation,
the more expensive the royalties are likely to be.)
Whereas the nineteenth-century American pioneers,
such as Fry, actually composed Italian operas, the
twentieth century finds Americans composing American operas: composing scores not only on English libretti, but on stories of American origin , and eventually, in 1935, with George Gershwin's Porgy and B ess,
in distinctively American musical idioms. The handful
of "standard repertoire" American works by Americans (e.g., Copland's The T ender Land, Ward's The Crucible, Moore's Ballad of Baby Doe and Floyd's Susannah)
are hardly standard anywhere except in innovative
American houses, but they do exist and they are
operas.
Interestingly, audiences for these works seem to
need almost as much guidance in learning to enjoy
them as for works in European languages. Opera,
whether by Americans or Europeans, is drama defined
and articulated by the musical score. The dramatic
content of opera is embedded in the music. The text
gives us the details but the score reveals the qualities
of experience. Not all the words of the libretto are
equally important, which explains why surtitles, subtitles, and English translations are viable, and also why
opera texts seem so trivial and repetitious when we
read them without reference to the musical setting.
At the heart of operatic values is the attempt to give
emotional shape to experience and to language, to
create dramatic import through the interplay of tone
7

with word and of tone with tone. American critic and
scholar Joseph Kerman has declared, "Of the many
current partial attitudes towards opera, two are most
stultifying: the one held by musicians, that opera is a
low form of music, and the one apparently held by
everybody else, that opera is a low form of drama.'' 8
The first view would claim that music is less pure
when "dragged down " by text, plot, and visual apparatus. The second view would hold that "drama" is
essentially verbal and that music only makes it obscure,
or at best, serves to decorate or support the words.
In principle, however, opera expresses abstractly,
through its music, such dramatic experiences as love,
conflict, tension , grief, and resolution. This musical articulation, if left by itself, independent of plot, text,
and visual images, is general and ambiguous : the quality without the defined experience. By conjoining
music to a set of personalities and situations, actions,
and words, we can come to understand these abstractions in a particular way that is memorable, intell igible,
and entertaining. An opera is not a story with musical
interpolations, and it is not a concert done in costumes. It is music at its most explicitly dramatic-and
potentially intelligible.
My class and I did go to Chicago to the opera. It
was in Italian and we understood most of it.
~~
8

Joseph Kerman , Opera as Drama (Vintage, 1956), p . 21.

Cats in Rain
The cats watch the ram
from the shelf outside
the kitchen window .
They lift paws delicately
and watch us through the steaming
window, their fur fluffed out.
They turn and gingerly paw at the glass,
then lie down
with their eyes closed ,
their paws tucked beneath them
and dreams of cats lying inside
by the fire and us on the shelf
outside the kitchen ,
our paws tucked beneath us ,
watching cats through the steaming window.

J. T. Ledbetter

Gary D. Lipton , "Everybody's Doing It!" Opera News (Sept.,
1984, p. 18.
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Second Thoughts
About the Shuttle
Gail McGrew Eifrig
It is quite true that the picture
will stay in our minds for a long
time. Way up in the bright blue
sky, the rocket explodes into great,
bulky white clouds, arcing off into
a d ozen different parabola, streamers shot up over the ocean and
cu rvin g back on themselves as they
spiral downward on different
tracks .
We've seen colored versions of
this in the night skies on the
Fou rth of Ju ly, when the same sudden burst, the same arcing points
of light followed by downward spiraling cloud, elicits the familiar expressions of communal pleasure.
Happily filled with hot dogs and
potato salad, slapping away the
mosquitos, we sit on our lawn
chairs in thousands of parks ~o 
watch together as those contrivan ces called fireworks exp lode for
our delight. But this was a dreadful
parody. Together we watched as
th e rocket turned to flaming pieces
of debris, t he camera trained steadily on what was unwatchable: all
th at power gone wrong, all those
lives instantly brought to a stop.

Gail McGrew Eifrig teaches English
at Valparaiso University and writes regularly on public affairs for The Cresset.
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It is also true that th e picture of
the shuttle explosion will join a
number of other pictures which we,
as Americans, hold in our memor ies
together.
Unlike
earlier
peoples in history, we have identical images of certain events that we
experienced, whether or not we
were actually "present" at the event
or not.
Before the newsreel at least,
people could only read eyewitness
accounts of an event that was important to the community- the
parade
for
Queen
Victoria's
J ubilee, for example-and so d ifferent people would carry in their
heads different picture "memories"
of the occasion. But the camera has
changed that, and much more
dramatically,
the
simultaneous
broadcast picture has changed the
nature of our communal experience drastically. We moderns share
the same image of certain events
because we have seen them happen-together.
These are hardly new ideas, but
they are brou ght to mind by having
had to deal with one of the implications of such a group of shared images as Americans now possess. We
tend to look over this album in a
somewhat casual way, indiscriminately turn ing its pages and thus
associating rather casually the remembered events. That seemed to
me to happen when the terrible
pictures of the shuttle struck us; we
put them next to the other pictures
and made some assumptions about
their likenesses that were not only
false, but dangerously false.
Both colum nists and everyman
commentators remarked that the
shuttle experience was "like the assassination of President Kennedy
or Martin Luther King, Jr." But
the truth is that the shuttle explosion was not at all like those experiences. To thin k so is to be unable
to distinguish things that absolutely
must be distinguished, at least by
reason ing and reasonable citizens.

Saying this is dangerously closecloser than I would want to be-to
saying that the explosion was not
significant, or that people were
wrong to have been greatly moved
and saddened by the event. On the
contrary, nothing can or should d iminish its sadness. Any accident
that takes the lives of people who
don't want to die is sad. When
those people are young, vigorous,
productive, helpful, dynamic, capable, inspiring people, we are right
to feel sad that those qualities no
longer will be exercised among us.
To see widows grieving, or to see
the questioning faces and tears of
children
now
fatherless
and
motherless, should make us sad. If
it does not, we have lost some vital
capacity for fee ling.

Together we watched as
the rocket turned to
flaming pieces of debris,
the camera trained
steadily on what was
unwatchable: all those
lives brought to a stop.
But such losses are not to be
equated with the loss we sustain in
the assassination of a President, or
the murder of a national leader, or
even the murder of a prisoner in
the custody of the federal marshals.
If we do equate them, and I wonder if we do not fall into this error
because we have these albums of
pictures, we need to be encouraged
to think more clearly about all
these events of which we have so
many, and such vivid, pictures.
When President Kennedy was
shot we lost a sense of security
about what kind of a nation we
were. I remember feeling with an
intensity almost of despair that if
that could happen here, then we
were no different from other countries where, according to the inforThe Cresset

mation I had from the not-verythoughtful press and a distinctly
unthoughtful system of social
studies textbooks, "assassinations
were routine." This feeling was
quite separate from the sadness of
the person's death, from the images of the kneeling widow and
children and so on. And it was
made worse when Ruby killed Oswald in the corridor. It felt like
something fundamental was coming unstuck .

The shuttle explosion
was a terrible failure,
not a national tragedy.
And indeed it was. This was not
a "malfunction, " an accident, the
result of a calculated risk whose
calculations proved unreliable or
mistaken. This was a breach of laws
that had seemed-during my
lifetime up till that point-inviolable. The succession of images that
followed those of Kennedy's assassination-Martin Luther King Jr. on
the balcony in Memphis, Bobby
Kennedy on the floor of the hotel
kitchen, the college student kneeling in supplication next to the body
of a classmate at Kent State-those
images disclosed a society whose
first principles were under assault.
The nature of those assaults, and
the reasons for them , is not the
subject here. What is my concern is
that those terrible events become
merely items in a series of terrible
events, each of them like any other,
simply because they are painful. If
all we can perceive is their painfulness, we will be unable to understand them , and we will find ourselves reduced to responding to
events in a succession of grunts.
It s~ems to me as though , at least
in terms of the public discourse on
matters of importance, we are in
the position of losing the power to
discern, much less to express, such
April, 1986

distinctions. One would not want to
encourage a society whose appreciation of moral distinctions equalled
that of the wine taster's for the subtle variations in vintages. But it
does seem to me that we are in
some danger of having, in such
matters, the equivalent of a palate
shaped by McDonald's.
It is probably true that the mass
of people have never been particularly subtle in their understanding
about difficult experiences. Pontius
Pilate seems to have discerned
omething about the issues presented to his jurisdiction when
Jesus appeared before him, but the
crowd just yelled "Crucify him!"
But the problem for a democracy
never stops being a problem: the
people must keep being reminded
of important distinctions. At least
some of this reminding must be
done in the press, though this is a
responsibility that gets harder and
harder to sustain as fewer and
fewer people are able to read with
care, and so turn to the notoriously
unsubtle medium of television for
this assistance to their understanding.
The truth is that the shuttle explosion was a terrible mechanical
(and perhaps human) failure, not a
national tragedy equivalent to the
murder of a president. To discuss
it in other terms can only lead us to
much greater failures.

C:

holy saturday
I want to remember
the white geese walking
at the open window
and the daffodils

joan vayo

The Mark of Cain
John Steven Paul

Two plays about killing, at home
and abroad, received important
productions in New York d u ring
the 1985 holiday season. Blood Knot
by Athol Fugard and Aunt Dan and
Lemon by Wallace Shawn reminded
us that there is nothing ambiguous
about killing: there is no way to
qualify and no need to clarify the
meaning of the final act that one
person can take against another.
There may, however, be some
question about the definition of "at
home" and "abroad."
Aunt Dan and Lemon-not as
cryptic a title as it seems at firstmemorializes a relations hip between a middle-aged woman and
her devoted young friend. To
Leonora, Danielle was "Aunt Dan,"
and Aunt Dan nicknamed Leonora
"Lemon." You'll remember "Wally"
Shawn as Andre Gregory's companion at that famous dinner. T his
production premiered at London's
principal house for new work, the
Royal Court. New York's principal
house for new work, Joe Pap p's
Public Theatre in the East Village,
has imported the production and ,
happily, retained a number of the

John Steven Pau l teaches in the Department of Communication at Valparaiso University and writes regularly on
Theatre for The Cresset.
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show's finest acting performances.
Kathryn Pogson plays the corrupted innocent, with wide eyes
and evil just below her ingenuous
surface. Linda Hunt, the tiny actress who recently won an Oscar
for her role in The Year of Living
Dangerously, delivers Shawn's long
socio-political monologues with a
pixilated dynamism that almost always holds our interest.
Shawn's drama is nearly nondramatic. He's shaped it from a
series of expository monologues
separated sporadically by short
scenes of dialogue. Leonora is now
in her young adulthood. She has
become a recluse living in a London apartment. She passes the time
by reading and, to preserve her
fragile health, ingesting fruit and
vegetable juices. The outstanding
feature of Peter Hartwell's selectively realistic set is the seven-foot
cabinet whose shelves are lined by
multi-colored glass juice containers.
The natural light of day must pass
through the colored glass, giving
the room an unnatural, sickly glow.
Just now Leonora is enthusiastically
reading through a corpus of volumes recounting Nazi atrocities.
She briefly and analytically describes the gassing of Jewish
women and children at Treblinka,
then looks up and begins a memoir
that might be entitled "the education of Leonora."
What Leonora remembers 1s
mostly talk: not conversation, but
speechifying. The characters of her
memory drama take center stage
one after another. First; her American-born father holds forth on the
desirability of performance over
talk. She hears again · her mother
describe the pleasures of life in Oxford. But most of her memories
are entwined around Aunt Dan.
An American herself, Danielle became best friends with Leonora's
father and introduced him to her
mother. Danielle was the youngest
tutor in Oxford University's his-
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tory. The dynamic, tough-minded
intellectual "Aunt Dan" spent many
hours in heady conversation with
Leonora's parents while the girl sat
happily half-listening m their
midst.

Aunt Dan is thankful
to Kissinger because he
so unselfishly accepts
the burden of killing the
enemies of the West.
Gradually, the girl shifted from
her mother's knee to Aunt Dan's,
and for "Lemon" Aunt Dan could
say nothing wrong, and the older
woman became the center of the
young girl's life. In the summer of
her eleventh year, Lemon moved
into a little garden house that originally had been planned to serve as
her father's study. Now when Aunt
Dan came to visit, Lemon could
possess her entirely, and Aunt Dan
tended to visit with Lemon exclusively, paying less and less attention
to her parents.
The scene shifts to Lemon's little
lodge in the garden where Aunt
Dan tells the girl stories that are
packed with action rather than
chat. To Lemon, whose life is
tightly circumscribed by her protective parents, Aunt Dan's tales of
her free and unconventional existence pulsate with intrigue. The
dramatis personae include handsome, dashing men and shameless
women drinking and hopping their
way from party to party and bed to
bed.
In one particularly compelling
story, a young woman named
Mindy agrees to kill a man for
money, using her body as bait. Not
only does she seduce her mark and
murder him in cold blood, but she
disposes of his body in a large plastic sack. Aunt Dan tells Lemon that
she took such erotic pleasure in

hearing Mindy recount her actions,
that the two of them spent a week
together in bed.
Through these apparently harmless, sensational stories, Danielle
projects her own peculiar ethic.
Lemon's mind is moral clay and
Aunt Dan is the sculptor. Each installment in the serial of her life
appears to set thought in opposition to action, celebrates the doer
and denigrates the talker. Perhaps
this penchant reflects the envy of
the academic who looks longingly
at the world of action outside the
walls of academe. Yet the man of
action on the world-historical stage
whom Aunt Dan most admires
came himself from the academy.
For Aunt Dan is obsessed with
Henry Kissinger, the hero , in her
mind , of America's Southeast Asian
War.
Aunt Dan's admiration for Kissinger is bound up with physical
desire and sincere gratitude. She
enthusiastically tells and retells the
story of her electrifyingly close encounter with the diplomat in a
Washington supper club. To put it
simply, Aunt Dan is thankful to
Kissinger because he so unselfishly
accepts the burden of killing the
enemies of America and the West,
in order to protect the way of life
that Americans and Westerners
enjoy. Kissinger, according to Aunt
Dan's own version of realpolitik, is
not nice just so that their citizens
can afford to be nice.
And furthermore, those people
who sit in their pleasant gardens
and criticize Kissinger and others
in his position for their inhumanity
have no right to do so, for were
they in his position facing the question of whether or not to preserve
the way of life that their privileged
citizens were enjoying, they would
act in precisely the same way-they
would turn the guns on whichever
enemy people needed to be exterminated .
Danielle takes special care to inThe Cresset

struct young Leonora in her own
view of the world. With the girl in
jammies and tucked into her bed,
Aunt Dan sits beside and tells her
about the important roles that even
menial workers play in the world
economy. Fervently animating the
girl's stuffed animals to illustrate,
Aunt Dan dramatizes Kissinger's
strategy of playing the Chinese
against the Russians to maneuver
the North Vietnamese into submission.
From Lemon 's perspective, Aunt
Dan's characterization of Kissinger
as America's nobel, death-dealing
servant goes unchallenged . The
logic which the older woman employs to defend Kissinger's tactics is
insidiously persuasive, especially
since there is no articulate adversary to debate the issues. Lemon's
mother, who is deeply opposed to
Kissinger's policies, wrings her
hands and demands that he "think
about those people ... to weep and
sob at his desk . . . then make his
decisions."
The older woman so enfolds the
bitter concept of killing within the
delectable stuff of her young adult
life that Lemon devours them all
together. Lemon's loyalties are in
no danger of shifting back to her
mother from Aunt Dan ; indeed,
Aunt Dan's devotion to Kissinger
prompts the eleven-year-old to
imagine herself indulging the hero's
every desire, as his personal slave.
After the summer of Lemon's
eleventh year, Aunt Dan moved to
London and ceased visiting the
family in the summer. Over the
next seven years, the girl visited the
woman occasionally, and their
mutual admiration and affection
blossomed into romantic though
unspoken love. When Leonora was
nineteen, Danielle died, though not
without leaving her protege a legacy of, in Leonora's word, "honesty."
In a final extended monologue,
Leonora pulls the threads of the
April, 1986

play together. The young woman
has moved beyond her beloved
Aunt Dan's political realism to a
monstrous affirmation of killing.
She declares that, by virtue of their
status as animals, human beings
find killing not repugnant but
naturally gratifying, even enjoyable.
Witness, she says, the only momentarily unpleasant feelings that accompany the killing of a troublesome cockroach.
Finally, her logic leads Leonora
to an appreciation for the Nazis
who understood that non-Germans
(read "Jews") were threatening the
German way of life and needed to
be exterminated. Leonora finds the
Nazis' disdain for the very idea of
compassion refreshing; they simply
killed the people they felt they had
to kill.
Similarly, there are times when
the killing of cockroaches, or criminals, or Southeast Asian peasants,
or some other alien threat is also
necessary . We are fortunate that
there exist individuals who are not
afraid to kill in our best interests
and we ought even to give those
people the "tiniest fractional crumb
of thanks." "You can be very sure,"
she concludes, "that it's more than
they expect, but I think they'd be

grateful all the same."
Any depiction of the twisting of
an innocent mind is troubling. And
Kathryn Pogson's girlishly skinny
body and fresh, virginal face are
shockingly incongruent with the
words of death that spill out of her
mouth. Aunt Dan and Lemon is even
more troubling because, in performance, the playwright's attitude
toward Aunt Dan's political position and Lemon's horrifyingly
cynical elaboration upon it remain
unclear.
In an essay accompanying the
published edition of the play,
Shawn tells us that he has been
nagged by a moral conscience that
constantly reminds him that he
lives comfortably in America while
many persons around the world
live in horrible conditions. What
would he (and his fellow citizens
and their representative government) do, and what hasn't he done to
prevent a reversal of his personal
situation? What has he done, permitted to be done in his name, paid
to have done for him in order to
maintain the international economic order in status quo?
Yet for all of its real-world references, Aunt Dan and Lemon stands
outside of history. Its structure
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does not resemble life; it's hard to
trust Lemon's "memory." Its characters lack the degree of humanity
necessary to elicit a humanitarian
response
from
its
audience.
Shawn's ideas are malignantly
evocative, yet they remain ideas,
and one can greet them with intellectual resignation, disgust, or indifference. I suspect that the exchange between Aunt Dan and
Lemon and its audiences remainsand is limited to-an intellectual
exchange.
The curious human relationship
at the core of Aunt Dan and Lemon
is very different from the fraternal
relationship of the brothers in
Fugard's
Blood
Knot.
Athol
"Brothers," says one of the characters in the Fugard play, "that's a
word hey! Brothers. . .! Try it.
Brotherhood. Brother-in-arms, each
other's arms. Brotherly love. Ah, it
breeds, man! It's warm and feathery
like eggs in a nest. " And though
this drama, originally written in
1961, is richly metaphoric 111
technique, it is set squarely in the
tragic history of South Africa.
In its current production at the
John Golden Theatre in New York,
Blood Knot is particularly affecting
because it stars its white playwright
in the role of the white brother,
and Zakes Mokae, Fugard's best
friend and colleague, as the black
brother. Mokae is a resident of
Soweto, Fugard of Port Elizabeth.
Mokae intones his lines in speech
rhythms that approach chant and
sound like cries from the wilderness of apartheid. Fugard speaks in
the clipped, rational English associated with Western Europeans.
When white hand grasps black
hand in the triumph of a curtain
call, the image reflects the complexity of human relations in their
homeland.
The power of Blood Knot 's story
lies in its simplicity. Two brothers,
one black and one light enough to
pass for white, live in a one-room
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shack in a non-white section near
Port Elizabeth. The genesis of this
brotherhood remains unclarified.
One mother, different fathers?
They never knew "their" father.
Nevertheless, Morris, the whiter,
and
Zachariah
are
brothers.
Zachariah goes to work every day:
he is a gatekeeper at a whites-only
park. Morris is the fastidious
housekeeper of this corrugated
iron shack. He makes the beds,
sweeps the floor , feeds the little
savings account, and faithfully
winds the alarm clock.

The alarm rings: it is
time for supper. After
supper, a reading from
the Bible before sleep.

It has ever been thus.
The
clock
structures
the
brothers' existence to the point of
ritual. At the sound of the alarm,
Morrie arises from his afternoon
rest and prepares the house for his
brother's return. After winding the
alarm clock, he prepares a footbath
of hot water and salts. When Zach
returns from work, Morrie begins
the footwashing ritual. Before the
next alarm, Zach soaks his aching
feet while the brothers engage in
conversation. The alarQ1 rings: it is
time for supper. After supper, a
reading from the Bible just before
sleep.
It has ever been thus, or at least
since a year earlier, when Morris
came up from his life as a hobo to
set up housekeeping with his
brother. Morris seems content to
do his job in the house and save
their pennies toward the day when
they can buy a farm. Zach, however, desperately misses the company of a woman; saving money,
and planning, and eating supper
on time, and talking do not fulfill
this most elemental need . Morrie is

unexplainably reluctant to see Zach
procure a woman for carnal pleasure ; the white brother seems disgusted when the black describes his
first sexual experience. But his
brother is in need. Well . . . why
not a pen pal?
A pen pal is not exactly what
Zach has in mind, of course, but
one day he brings home a newspaper and Morrie delightedly reads
the pen-pal section: "Ethel Lange
. . . I am eighteen years old and
well-developed and would like to
correspond with a gent of sober
habits. " At Morrie's urging, Zach
chooses Ethel, and, since Zach is
without writing, Morrie pens his
brother's first letter to the girl.
When Ethel writes back, she encloses a photograph of herself:
she's white. Morrie is horrified and
frightened of the consequences of a
black making overtures to a white.
He wonders how Zachariah could
have made such a mistake in buying a white newspaper. Finally Zach
reveals that he knew they were
writing to a white girl. Zach likes
the thought of this white girl. He
wants his brother to keep her interested so that he can keep thinking about her. Morrie sits down
and writes another letter.
The correspondence continues.
Then Ethel drops a bomb in the
form of a letter: she plans to come
and see Zachariah Peitersen in
June. The color of Zach's skin
passes like a cloud over his happy
thoughts . His wistful forwardness is
about to have real consequences.
Zach must realize again that his
blackness makes him socially inferior.
At the same moment, he sees
Morrie in a new way. After a year
of being together, Zach recognizes
Morrie's whiteness. And out of the
pain and anger that accompany
Zach's double realization is born an
idea. The white Morrie must entertain the white Ethel when she
comes to visit. Morrie resists at
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first, saying that he hasn't the
clothes to look presentable. When
Zach insists, Morrie gives in and instructs his brother to secure for
him the suit of a gentleman.
On the next day, Zach comes
back with a half-empty bottle in his
pocket, the completely-empty tin in
which Morrie had been saving the
brothers' money, and a fine suit of
clothing-<:omplete from hat to
shoes. The tipsy and playful Zach
prods Morrie to dress up in the
suit and put on the airs of a white
man. Morrie is reluctant, fearing
the results of the physical transformation, but he goes about it tentatively.
Enjoying the game of "white
man-black man," Zach pushes Morrie to try harder, to play more seriously. Morrie obliges but suddenly
his white persona possesses him
and he calls out to Zach, "nigger!"
Zachariah snaps his head around
and sees Morris in an entirely different light. Even the lighter
brother's anguished apology in the
name of brotherhood can barely
restore a civil peace to the house.
Morrie has decided to leave. But
then another letter-bomb arrives
from Ethel. She's changed her
mind and gotten engaged to a boy
in her own town. She will not be
coming to visit. Morrie feels liberated by the change of circumstances, but Zach is depressed.
"So I think we can begin again, "
Morrie pipes up. "Begin what?"
asks Zach. It seems that Morrie's
white imitation delighted Zach in
spite of the name calling that resulted. The thought that Morrie
will never dress up in the suit again
saddens Zach: there will be one less
game to play. Striving to please his
brother, Morrie agrees to don the
clothing and play the game.
Anq so the game begins. Morrie
plays the white gentleman out for a
stroll in the park; Zachariah takes
up
his
role as
the park's
gatekeeper, paid, as he actually is,
April, 1986

to chase black children away from
the whites-only area. It's now not
Zach and Morrie, but nigger and
boss. The boss's initial toleration of
the nigger-gatekeeper turns to an
unprovoked and brutal assault with
an umbrella when the white gentleman's violent resentment of the
black's very presence surges to the
surface.
At the end of this episode, Zach,
the games-player, lies whimpering
on the floor. The drift of the game
shifts, and the good nigger turns
into an assassin hiding in the
shadows. Terrified and enraged,
the white denies the black the right
to lay in ambush in the bushes.
Where a moment ago Morrie
was at the point of killing Zach, in
the subsequent moment the situation is reversed and the black man
is in a position to kill the white.
Then the alarm clock rings and the
game, for the time being, is over.
The two come out of the game as
if awakening from a dream and make

preparations for bed. They expect,
however, to play this killing game
over and over again. They are wellsuited to play the killing game: the
white because of his habit of
superiority, the black because of his
history of inferiority. Besides, they
have little else to do but look for
ways to pass the time. The brothers
are tied together and to their home
by a blood knot.
Unlike Aunt Dan and Lemon, in
which the act of killing is abstracted
from real life, Blood Knot deals with
killing
between
brothers.
In
Shawn's play, enemies are perceived as external threats; the victor has killed to avoid being victimized. But when brother kills
brother, it is hard to distinguish the
victim from the victor. The difference between the other and the
brother is relative to the definition
of community. Who is to say
whether the dead one is or isn't a
brother? Who shall assign the mark
of Cain?
~~

The Calling
Chilling first contact with tiles underfoot
and dawn's glacial face at the skylight
watching her comb anger from waking to knowing
from mirrors, nothing has changed.
Not sensible clothing laid out night before.
Not something rowing backward inside her
like terror again, of bowls to be filled for
carrying up.
Not tick of the hall clock mimicking yet
overhead rocking by one done with prayers
who'll smile at her coming, one step at a time, ·
as if nothing, oh nothing important this morning
could change.

Lois Reiner
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Becoming
Computerized
Dot Nuechterlein
I have just become computerized.
You have no idea how much I have
looked forward to this day.
Some time back during graduate
school I was introduced to the marvels of the machine-the statistical
aspects, programing basics, and so
on. All of that filled me with a certain degree of terror. But now a
new life has begun: I have embarked upon the delights of word
processing, and we have here the
proverbial duck taking to the metaphoric waters.
Now I fully understand that this
whole process is not without its
hazards. The equipment sitting on
the table will only follow the instructions of the operator; Garbage
In Garbage Out, and the like. It
only seems to have a mind of its
own, working with such split-second speed as it does . (Is split-second the proper word any more,
even? That doesn't sound fast
enough.)
In fact, just today I got one of
those "Personal and Confidential"
letters obviously sent by a computer
that interfaced my name and address from some list with the subscription request form of a new
magazine. Only there was no real
live human being in charge at the
other end, because the address
read:
Mr. Valparaiso Univ
D. N uechterlein
Valparaiso IN 46383

and at several points throughout
the body of the letter the writer,
that is the computer, referred to
me as Mr. Univ. Ha! Personal and
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Confidential indeed.
You have probably had your own
little experiences with the way
things can go screwy when the
computer is in control. The most
ludicrous one my husband and I
got into was once back in the days
when we seemed to be moving
from one country to another every
other year. As you are no doubt
aware, phone companies charge for
their services in advance, and when
you decide to leave town they balance out how much is owed for
whatever part of the month has
been used with the money they
have already taken from you.

In this case the
Nuechterlein account
showed in the debit
column the grand sum
of $.01. We laughed
when the final statement
arrived. Some joke.

In this case the Nuechterlein account showed in the debit column
the grand sum of $.0 1. We laughed
when the final statement arrived;
wou ldn't it be a joke to send a
check for a penny through the mail
to close out our great debt? Thinking in terms of income taxes and
other situations in which amounts
under one dollar are ignored, we
ignored .
The next month we got a bill for
$.01. Again we laughed and ignored.
The following month we got
another bill for $.01. This one was
overprinted with a plea to our selfinterest: don't take a chance on
messing up your good credit rating, pay today, etc. Once more we
found the whole thing amusing.
What a funny an imal, the comput-

er.
Then we discovered how seriously this matter was being viewed
by the telephone people. We got
yet another request for payment,
this one threatening to send a collection agency after us. More importantly, this final u ltimatum
came to us written in someone's longhand! A functioni ng, breathing individual had actually sat down, reviewed the fact that we were dreadfu lly delinquent in settling our $.01
obligation, and had handwritten
the add.r~~ presumably to insure
that the ' letter would be opened
and not just tossed out with the
junk mail.
.,
We caved in. I scotch-taped a
penny to the statement and mailed
it in, but I cou ldn't resist adding a
note to no one in particular that
the phone company had spent $.60
(this happened before the latest
postal increase) badgering me for
my pittance, and I had to spend
$ .20 to remit it. I highly resented
this waste of money, and no wonder Ma Bell's rates were so ridiculously high, and so on and so forth.
Neither the computer nor the
handwriter bothered to respond.
Anyway, as I said, using computers as a medium of communication
is not without its dangers and difficulties. Artificial intelligence cannot hand le the whole load, and
we've got to keep our wits about us.
But I take comfort in a quote I just
read from science-fiction writer
Ray Bradbury.
I don't shake with fear when I enter
a reading room, so why should I be
afraid of computers when they perform the same functions as the library? . . . With a book tucked in
one hand and a com puter shoved
under my elbow, I will march, not
sidle, shudder or quake, into the
twenty-first century.

My ch ildren have already gotten
there.

C:
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